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II{TRODUCTION

It is time for Africans. .. to say rvhat is and what
is not for ourselves. To re-define, to reverse the
frame of reference, to establish different values,
to reach for different goa1s, and to develop differ-
ent behaviour patterns. This movement must make
changes in the entire process beginning with the
working definit.ions. If new definitions are made,
or re-definitions are made from African frame of
reference, then, different interpretations, Per-
ceptions, responses, goals and behaviour patterns
will follow. It is timg, past time, to re-define
and make things become. r

This is a "war-cry" by Johari Amini. Or, better, a passionate

call for action, a chaltenge directed to the di-sejpline of

Philosophy. It is only Philosophy which can "re-define".

Phitosophy being the study of being in all its ramifications

aims aL estaÞlishing order through the contemplation of wisdom¡

and Philosophy re-discovers itself fu11y when it becomes a

method cultivated by Philosophers for dealing with the

problems of men.

The thesis is basically a modest philosophical analysis.

By it, we wish to reflect on one aspect of African culture

(where culture should be understood as a way of life of a

people - the Africans) I and perhaps through the reflection,

come to "re-defiIte", to order or to giVe meaning to African

conception of realitY as a whole.

l.lohari Amini, Re-definition' concept as a Being,

..: , t_.::'

: i,i :.i:il-:

Black l{orld (Mayo i972) , p. L2.
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In ptractical terms, our Africannessr our deep-

rooted unity had been manifested in the development of what

has been called the I'African personality', in worrd affairs.
But the onus of researching further into the African culture : ,: :;.;
so as to show that ours is as good as other cultures or 'i: : 'j''::'::

perhaps even better, lies more on African academic philosophers.
one cannot but agree with Amini that there is an urgent need , , .1.,

"to reach for new goals and make changes in the entire process li,ti=;'. : ::'

begirrning with the working definition." For, African epis- 
;,;,1ir"¡:,;:;

temology, African Met.aphysics, African ethical systems to 
:;::¡1;';;':;'-

mention but a few, are unfor'b.unately new concepts in philo-
:

sophical circles. But they are concepts that must be "Re-
defined", if the "frame of reference" to Africa, must be

reversed. Hence, in the inquiring, phirosophical spirit ,

I^/e cannot but accept Amini's challenge.

''The''Living-dead,'inAfricanphi1osophy,aconcept
i.analysis of the African conceptions of the role of the

ancestors, v¿ith special reference to the rgbo culturer" ::.r:; ::,'i::,
-. '., .. .i . ì.,,. ,

is perhaps, a good st,arting point. This title, it must be i.,,:,1¡i¡ ,.

admitted, takes certain things for granted. we have assumed 
:'::':j'l''':ì.:'

for example, that our readers would be tolerant of the view.
that: (a) Africar âs a total geographical, cultural, religious, 

¡.,:r._::ì::;:rr:,,:r:.:,
:ii..:j..i, :;t.t.r.:¡ : i:political, aesthetic, and above all, philosphical concept, it.,-¡fr,:i:.

does exist even before we attacked the issue in the thesis ì

rt should however, be noted in parenthesis that the term 
,

"Africa" will be used throughout the thesis in a general,



philosophical sense. But we are not unconscious of the fact
that, considered anthropologically, there is a variety of

religious, ecological, fanily, and even social organizational
patterns in Africa. This issue witt receive more positive

attention in Chapter One. I.Ie shall- also use the term ¡Igbo'

in attributive sense. And many lgbo terms will be used to

illustrate some of our points of view, and (b) I{e have further
taken for granted that our readers would understand the terms

"living-d.ead" and the lldead" in the purely metaphysical-styIe

of the tradit.ional African. For the African, everything

(animate and inanimate and non-physical) are "forces" so Lhat

the "living-dead" are those, rvho although physically dead,

possess the life-giving forces, while the real "dead" are all
those beings that lack this "force". They are terms used by

Africans to explain what happens in this life and beyond dying,

beyond the physical demise of the physical body

The "Living-dead" in African philosophy, is an analytical
framework for understanding the nature and values of the tra-
ditional Äfrican society -the pre-colonial African socieÈy.

Traditional in the sense that the thesis is basically about

the African society that was. That is, it is about Africa

before the colonial experience. We want to investigate the

African-experience from this stand-point because this society

seems to be the sum total of the resemblances, similarities,
identity of, principles, identity of values which tie the

Afrl.can people all over the globe together. Perhaps, by our

analysis, some of the basic princÍples that. guided the pre-

colonial t'African-man" woul-d be necrcrded before ttrey change too muctr, or

beccne ccnpletely s:walIc¡¿ed ræ by i:rported cultures. bþ tÏÌink ttris way
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becar:se these viq^¡s and principles reveal the African man's vie,l of his

vnerld, of God{ of rnan, of hr¡nan t:etr,aviour, of jr:stice anC the African ÍlarÌ's

hopesr ttrat is of great significanc-e and force in the lir¡es of the African

people in tlre.contsrporary world of today.

The first task, and indeed, the main objective of this
thesis, is a phi)-osophical discussLon, which as far as possible

will be treated with simplicity and,r hope, with common sense.

"Philosophy", according to Aristotle, t'begins in wonder. "

But what I think the phitosophers do which go to distinguish
them from idle day-dreamers, like most children, is that
philosophers wonder about the world in which they find them-

selves. Philosophers wonder about the naturar and human and

social world of man. At times philosophers are perplexed,

that things should continue the way they are. trJhen this
happens, philosophers ask questions (the handmaid of philo-

sophy). Our motivating force in this thesis, is our perplexity
about mother Africa. It is our firm conviction that one can

only claim membership in this "distinctir¡e wondering-gror"p" (i.e.,

philosophers), if with scne intellectr:al pretensions and not rere indiffer-

ence of ttre ordinarlz citizen one finds nrrst things nen do and say and ask,

a::e apt to set him asking qtrestions -r¡acndering.

Thus, the thesis has some practical aims:

(1) We share the view that the time has indeed come when the

false light of some deceptive modern philosophers to the

effect that Africa is pre-philosophy or has no phitosophy at
all or both, should be exposed and examined. In other v,rords,

we accept the challenge that tÍme has really come when we
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should do away with the fantastic notion that men of other

cultures other than the Greeks, were not capable of abstract
thoughts. And., Q) as Af rican philosophers r \^rê sincerely
share the sentiment that - it i.s time, past time , for Af ricans
(Philosophers) to begin to apply critical rational anaì-ysis

on some aspects of the non-philosophical experiences of the

African culture. Perhaps, through such postulation and

analysis r \^rê could demonstrate the traditional African man's

desire to solve the four enigmas of life, namely:

a) Who we are;
b) Where we come from;
c) Where we are going; and

d) What is our considered besÈ way to get there.

"The "Living-dead" in African Philosophyr" hopes to throw

some light on these enigmas, for the thesis is about the

African-man's way of 1ife, a life which is uniquely and

essentially based on his view of his world.

Our approach to our problem will be by a combination

of question-raising and objection-meeting. For this, the

lhesis has been divided into three broad parts. Part one,

which contains the introduction, gives without much critical
discussions a general information or definitions of some

terms. ïn it, however, the question whether Africa is pre-

philosophy or has any philosophy,'at all, is raised and

briefly answered. The second part cont,ains two chapters.

In these chapters, varying pre-suppositions of the African

about the þLivirgr" the"Living-dead" and the "dead," in African
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thoughtr êfê pres.ented togethe¡ with a little of their

historÍcal background rather than a critical analysis of

them, although I recognize it is lmpossible to completely

ignore the latter. It is in Part three, which also contains
.,rt.,:.t.',.,a

two chapters that real- question-raising and objection-

meeting are carried out. Here, attempt is made to carry out

a fair amount of phil0sophical anarysis of the issues or 
i,,-;,,,..,,,

assumptions arrived ât, in the preceding parts. This part ',::,:,,¡

raises some questions which may not be apparent from the i:,.ìt'.,,,.t-:..: l

table of contents. It sketches some of the difficulties which

an African-wor1d-view must face in its attempt to describe

the humaneness and reasonableness of the African man. The 
,

aim of the analysis is to establish a system that is uniquely

African

ïn electing Èo think on the African conception of the )

"Living-dead", and perhaps, r.e-define it, I fully realize t, 
.,

that I have to take my courage in both my hands. In other

words, I ful1y realize the great odds against me. I realize ¡ìÌt...i
l.ì" :) '

for instance that: (a) it is my problem, ilY decided objective i,,.',,'..'
: ,,: :-:,:,:..: : :

in attacking these great probLems of life and death on which

there is much controversy, to'Iay down propositions which are

rittle likely to please everybody -Africans and non-Africans 
i-1,;,.:i-:¡

The question of role of the ancestors is one of Africats ì::i':ìÌ1::ii'::.i

conmon-sense beliefs. It is common-sensebelief in the sense

that it is taken for granted. That is to say that many

Africans like G. E. Moore, "are inclined to suppose that
1,;i:.-r-:.¡:.:

l-,i



these were almost certain to be truer" fer, in traditional
African society, the idea of the "Living-dead" was toved and

even in contemporary African society, stil1 cherished. And

according to Spinoza: '

ltihen a thing is not lovedr Do quarrels will arise
concerning it, no sadness will be felt, if it is
possessed by anotherr flo fears, no hatred, in
short no disturbance of mind.2

But the fact is that the concepts of "Living-dead" and the

"Dead", are beliefs deep-rooted in African thought. They

are passed on from one generation to the other. Possibly,

eye-brows would be raised as our "philosophical axe" is laid
on the foot of these beloved beliefs;
(b) Furthermore, there is the problem of limited space and

the amount of time available for the whole exercise. The

result is that one can, perhaps, only scratch here and there

on the surfaces of problems so serious and fundamental as

those which deal with human behaviour; duty; existence of

evil; the concept of Chukwu (God); the African world-view

generdlly, and still äcquit oneself with some modesty' some

knowledge and perhaps with,no littLe humour. Obviously one

may not at.tain such oombinations of gif ts.

My consolation, however, and what I have taken fof
granted, is that there is one indispensable basis on which

we must try to rest the edifice we are trying to build. We

2Arrdr.* Boyle, Trans., Spinozats Ethics and on the
CorrÊction of Understanding, Everymanrs Library, Deut.,

ãfü

:..,;rì
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must found ou¡ theçries on Philosophy. This is because without
philosophical foundationsf our theories whêther attractive or

not, whether detail-ed or scanty, will be floating in the aír,
base'less and therefore uncertain. For myself in this matter,
ï have also a personal reason" I am an African. I am per-

plexed that things should continue the way they have been

without being questioned. And when a man is fairly advanced

in the vale of years, he ought to be able to wonder, to ask

questions and by so doing, give acc.ount of the faith which is 
iua=.,

in him based on,i and tested by his own experienôe. Whether

this is likely to be useful to others is a dubious matter.

But surely, it. will be useful to himself.

I do not in anyv/ay wish to claim that I have thought

comprehensively upon the Africán thinking on "The Living-dead"

in African Philosophy". The pages that follow are intended

as a prolegomena to future philosophy on the problem and

not as a complete and detailed treatment of the problem.

However, being mere introductory discussion of ong of the

crucial issues in African Philosophy, it will involve us

in presenting ans\^rers or partial answers to some of the

questions raised in the thesiq,, but these are not to.be

understood dogmatically or taken to be final ans\4/ers unless

they stand up under the readerrs own scrutiny. These an-

sv/ers are simply designed to give insight, j.nto Af rica I s most

significant philosophical reasoning.



Trrerefotrer should the discussÍons stimulate others

to think further on our thinking and provide answers other

than our own then r w€ have succeeded in "makl_ng things
become, in reversing the frame of reference.',

CHUKWUEMEKA RALPH OSAYT
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
October, 1980



PART ONE

Africa has, for generations now, been viewed
through a web of myth so pervasive and so glib
that understanding it becomes a two-fold task:the task of classifying the myth and the
separate task of examining whatever reality has
been hidden behind it.

- PauI Bohannan
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CHAPTER ONE

DEFINTTTONS

1.1) I/{Ho AN AFRTCAN rS

For the purpose of this thesis r wê sha1l call an

African:

a) Every person born in Africa either of whose parents is '

lr.': :'::. :,

of African descent; r.;,i,,;.,::

b) Every person born outside Africa either of whose parents

or grandparents is of African descent. No matter how and

where the children of African descent are born, they have a

claim to Africanity. So that geographical or lega1 situations
not withstanding, Africa is the homeland of all dark+skinned

people. I think that this is basically what late Dr. Kwame

Nkrumah had in mind when he said:

All people of African descent, whether they
Iive in North or South America, the Carribean,
or any other part of the world are Africans and
belong to the African nation. the core of the
Black Revolution is in Africa, and until Africa
is united.... the blackman throughout the world
lacks a national home. It is around the African
peoplers struggles for liberation and unification
that Africa or Black culture will take shape
and substance. Africa is one continent, one
peoP1e, and one nation.3

The implication of this, is that the African contj-nent belongs

to all her sons and daughters born within or outside its borders

3or. Kwame Nkrumah, Class Struggle in Africa, (New York:
Internationat Publication,



so long as such persons satisfy criteria (a) and (b) above.

Nkrumanrs oneness-thesj-s, indicates in no smalI way that the
African Personality transcend.s Africars geographical boundaries

- inclucle all African descendants spread out in the world.
And as one people, of one continentr wê have one destiny.



L.2) ATRICA - A SH.QRT GENERAL BACKGROUND

Africa is the name of a vast continent located in the

Eastern Hemis-phere of the Earth. The African continent is
encompassed by the waters of the Mediterranean sea, and the

Atlantic and the rndian oceans. The continent is the second

rargest continent on the grobe. Africa is about three times
the area of U.S"A., or sj_x tj_mes the area of Europe (excluding

u.s.s.R.). And the årea of land under cultivation per person

is about twice that in Europe.
:

The African continent naturalry divides into two major

parts: i) North Africa : this area runs from Egypt (the cradle
of civilization) through Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Tripoli

and, down the River NiIe to Ethiopia.

ii) 4€riçq south of the sahara: This area runs from East and

inlest Jordan through the Tropical and Equatoriar regions, right
down in South Africa.

Africa is a continent endowed with many naturar re-
sources -mineraf wealth and wild life., whire there are

numerous rivers and lakes in many parts of the continent.
Rivers of greatest importance being: The Niger, Benue, llile,
The congo, zambezi etc. and Lakes victoria, chad in East and

central Africa,and North-East tip of Nigeria, respectively,
are usuarry regarded as Lakes of importance in Africa.
b) Peoplg: Traditionallyn alr Africans \4/ere calred Ethio-
pians, a view founded on passagies of Herodotus, Theophrastus,

Eusebius, Homer, in fact most classical writers. pliny the
, t '-! ;'l ": , .., :lì,-.
l::i. ilÌ^:.!_. I
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elder and Terence are of th.e same opinion. The Spanish

and the Portuguese, used the term tEthiopiant to designate

the whore race of Brack people. The worl-d tEthiopíar is a

Greek root for B1ack.

Frith a population approxímatery more than 350 million,
the African continent is made up of J-anguage-groups speaking

some 700 tongues. Before the advent of slave trade in the
5th century 4.D., it was usual to speak of lr{andingoos, Asantes,

Moores, Fulanis etc. etc. But with the enslavement of Africans,
many of these designations merged in common term of servitude
and the Africans became known as.the "Nigger" (A Latin term

for Negro or black). Most Africans are then Negros and the
Negro is roughly described by darkskin, woorly hair and

broad noses.

rn west Africa, specifically Nigeria, are found the
rgbo speaking peopre. They occupy the areas lying between

latitude 50 to 70 North and latitude 60 to go East. This

area stretches across the River Niger from west of Abor to
the fringes of the cross River and runs roughty from Nsukka

highrands to some parts of the Atlantic coast. The rgbos

are fairly numerous and could be found in almost al-l parts
of Africa, the world.

In South Africa are millions of people of European
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descent - coloured people 'from ühe rningling of races and

rndians, while the great rsland of Malagascar is inhabited

by a mixed populat.ion of which the majority is of Malayan-

Polynesian with influence from rndia, Arabia, and African-
Bantu and Swahili tongues

c) Politic.s and Government
;,,, .l'i ¡i
i :. r r:::rli.

We can distinguish the following phases of the system i' ;;,,r"

of government of Africa and they correspond with the periods 
',.,1,',.-t

of her development: (i) Traditional period/pre-colonial era
(ii) colonial period

l(iii)Neo-co1onia1period/Contemporaryperiod

i) The traditional system of government was a system of
government personified in the elders as the symbol of ,

authority in every community. The community was the main
i

feature of the traditional African society. The community was i

the determinant of the sort of life which each of its members 
;:':¡¡,,",¡;:¡,

must Iive. ì,,;i'rji
.: :.: ù.

' .: i: .,i::'
' : ' . .- ..

Every member of this community was regarded as a parc

of the integral whole (which is the Community). And the

communiù.y was seen by all as the coherent embodiment of
something higher than himselfn something which he and his
fellowmen have been inspired to create together.

Generally, The FpJnily was the smallest unit of the



corununity{ but the nost significant aspect of it. r.t was.

the nucleus of, the community. rhe farnxly, for the African,
is extended. r't is not the nuclear farnily, which denotes a
small farnily made up of only the husband, wife and chirdren

':.''..' .'.. :::::,:
Family in African context is extended. It includes the

husband, the wife, their own children, the in-laws, the

children's children, depenclants and reratives far and near
;tt"t;"t';

The African believes he has a great deal of responsibility ,1,,:¡.',.:,,

to a1l wiÈh whom he is related. From the family responsibility ¡-.,,,;,,:;,,,
r.r:..:-..i

spreads (for example among the rgbos) to th" lP (a collec-
tion of families which have common descent); to the vilrage
andfinaI1ytothetownin1esserand1esserdegree

In most traditional African town and vi11age, the

oldest member of the family was by custom the head. These

heads were regarded as the "fathers" (or Living-Ancestors)

of their people, and the erdest of them the overalr head.

under the government of the elders or "Living Ancestors"

of each family, vi11age, town, the community was well governed, ','

for these elders usually chose one of them, usuarly the erde;t
as the head of the community government. There was no need

for politicar parties. The community hras organized on the

spirit of helpfurness for every member whose progress was

identified with the progress of the whole community and whose



failure was regarded as the failure of eveçy other member of
the community.

In some of the large communities in the Continent, there
were large Kingdoms which administered the areas. Thus, in
lVest Africa, for example, there hrere the Empires of Ghana,

the Empire of Mali, songhai, Kanen Bornu and old oyo. There

hrere also some powerful states or kingdoms like: sokoto state,
the Kingdom of Dahomey, the Ashanti Kingdom. rn south Africa,
we had an age-oId parliamentary system known as the 'rprcHor'.

The 'Pichor was democratically admj_nåstered by the Buchuana

Kings who were assisted by the elderly statesmen.

while in some other parts of Africa like in Nigeria,
$overnment was in the harrds of the chiefs, the obis, the obas,

the obongs etc., these are different titles for the chosen

reader-elder of each community. some communiti.es were arso
rured, by a government under the chief-priest (Atama) of an

important oracle in the community. He \^ras regarded. as the
divine ruler

All those forms of government operated to ensure social
harmony and no one felt that his freedom was stifled in any-

hIay.

The traditi-onal system of government by the elders
is very crucial to our understanding, the, role of the ancestors
in the lives of the Africans both now and hereafter (in the
future) as we shal1 see later.

.::
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ii) Çolqnial Periodt The colonial rule was born in Africa
early Ín L900 with the partitioning of Africa by some seven

European countries namely: Britain, France, Germany, portugar,

Be19ium, Italy and Spain. Each of these countries established
her own area of authority or infruence, and obtained legal
recognition of her boundaries. The new areas vrere called
colonies. That is to say that each of these areas of land

was taken over by 1aw by the alien country now designated

"Protectorate". All these processes were done by mere brute

force of arms.

In a sense, it seems justified to say that the colonial
era saw to the destruction of the African traditional system

of government. Thus, the community Government of the "Living-
Ancestors"/elders, \^/as replaced by the conqueror's own method

of government. Each African state so subdued, had coronial
admj-nistrators which merely tolerated Africans to participate
in the administration of African states! This of course, was

not universal. It was only the practice in mainly British
administered colonies

But, no matter the part or role played by the Africa-
elder or "Living-Ancestorst' in the administration of the

community, he was no longer his own master. The colonial
government had the fínal say in all issues.

On the other hand, it must be admitted that it was

during the colonial rule that the European administrators

introduced some radical changes into the cultural and social

affairs of the Africans.

':.:. -... ..,
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iii) Nso-colonigl Fêriod/contelrpoF,ary peri.od; Throughout

the colonial era, mos.t African states waged relentless wars

to free Africa from the "clutches of foreign domination. "

By the dawn of the twenty century, ',European education"
(one of the social advantages of coronial government) which

had been producing some considerable number of literate
Africans, who continued the demand for increasing participa-
tion of Africans in colonial administration, started to yield
some visible fruits. And by the 1960s many African ,states

had become independent. Although most African states are

now índependent (tfre latest so far being Zimbabwe)r,which

became independent Friday, April 18, 1980, after several

years of struggle against white minority rule, it must be

accepted against mother Africa, that the nature, and per-

formance of leaderships in some independent African nations

have indeed left much to be desired. We can see here and

there in Africa, political powers being manipulated by neo-

colonial subjects. In such states or nations, their in-
dependence can only be said to be a mere theoretj-cal proclama-

tion. Foç' though such countries have the outside trappings of
international sovereignity, in reality, both their economic

and political policies are stilI directed from outside. In

some statesr/countries, the new political elites because of

their personal weakness or corruptionr or both, have caused

a Iot of problems to the common man. In most of these states,

the milit.ary have been in and out of por,trer with consequent loss

:..:.
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af lives and m.ilitary dictatorships.

These Ineo-colonial subjectsrr are obviously ignorant
of Nkrumahts foresight and warning that:

our at.titude to the western and rslamic experience
must be purposeful. It must be guided by thought,
for practice without thought is blind. What is
calIed for as a first step ís a body of connected
thought which will determine the general nature ofour action.in unifying the society which we have
inherited. 4

rf the contemporary African political readers could only heed

this warning and resolve to turn a new leaf through improved

performance guided by the African conscience of old then, the
future would be brigþt for Africa and Africans. But wourd they?

 
^ru*u 

Nkrumah, ÇqnsçÅènçign, Phj.Iosobhy and Ideol.oqv

iit:ss"î.*
i:ij-: :rr:::l

fot Dêidbpization, panaf, London (1970). p. Ze.
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1.3) IS THERE AN AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY?

A question that some might ask is: rs there an African
PhilosoPhY ? 

r,.,,,..Perhaps, the best way to answer this question is to ::::

ask the question: what is phirosophy? rf we know the ans$/er

to the second question, perhaps we might be in a position to
i,:',,,t.judge for ourselves whether or not there is an African ì:¡,,,,,
i.-:. 

- 
'

i'..'.,'
Philosophy. 

i:,.:,:,,..Doubt.less, both philorogists and philosophers have

been aware that it is by no means easy to define phirosophy.

And, it is perhaps, even more difficult to cause any such
definition to be universally acceptable. But this should not
discourage us. Let us,, therefore, hazard some definitions of
Philosophy.

rirst, the word "philosophy" is most often used to
refer to a personts v'Iellanschauung, to borrow the German word,
which literalIy interpreted means "I{orld-picture". But what 

,,r1.;.,':' .does it mean to have a "wor1d-picture?" one's "World-picture",is 
.¡:,,:,,
.:ì;:ì,_ :¡-;one's general beliefs about and attitudes toward life. Every , 

"

person has a "worId-picture" and every group of peopre, possesses

a wor-1.d-picture. ïVhat each peïson or every group sees in his 
,,:,.,i;, :..:.

own v¡orld-picture is most likely to be peculiar to him or to ii1t,.:.:

his group. And as a social heritage which the individual
acquires from his group¡ orr€rs 'world-picture" includes the
ideals, beliefs, laws, arts, artifacts and even values.

i::.:,,,i,,. i

i'r:1::-:l:.::r'
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This frwotrld-picture!' can be described by the term

cul-ture . 
5 For, r'Culture " , maintains C. Geertz , r,d,enotes an

historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in
symbols, a system of inherited conception expressed in
symbolic forms by means of which men communicate, perpetuate

and develop their knowledge about, and attitude towards Iife. "6

Thus understood, culture is the sum total of al-l the idiosyn-
cracies, traits, potentialities and capacities of the given

people within a given space.

Perhaps, it may not be difficult to concede that in
this sense of Philosophy, philosophiz:-ng must be regarded as

a universal experience. Every culture becomes the philosophy

of the peopl-e associated with the culture. Furthermore, every

culture is often divided into various philosophies: for
example, political philosophy which describes the operations

of government and the beliefs of the people about proper role
of government; the peoplers moral philosophy, which would

include the people's belíefs about and attitudes toward not

life in general, but those more specific matters that per-

tain to what are the peoplers moral obligations and what

things are valuable and Legal philosophy, Religious philosophy,

.'r:: ::-r

5rr" shall use I'CultureU and. ,,Wor1d-picture,, inter-
changeably.

6C. Geertz, Rêligion as a. CulUu.ral SysUem; An AnÈro-
pglogical êpÞroach lica-ffie6'61;F.-.
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Econqmic philosophy to name but a few. In other words, in
each culture, the peoplets metaphysical conception of reality,
ethical conception of reality, religious conception of reality
etc. enable them to Organize their Own world. 

,.,:,,r,
Now, Africa¡ âs a total geographical, cuJ-tural, re- :

ligious, political and aesthetic concept does exist. And if
our thinking thus far has been correct, then it, seems we may 

l::,;,:.,i
not have any further difficulty in our attempt to qualify ii,;:,;;,t;'
Philosop:'r:':^r,::":"::r.r"" 

:r';::".,,""r" rhar rhere is a 
r¡¡''¡i

i

common or unitary African Philosophy. we wish to call this
I

Philosophy - Pan-African-philosophy. This is because we are 
,

conscious of the fact that: "411 African people of African
deScent,''asconfirmedbyLateDr.Nkrumah,''.rnlhetherthey

live in North or South America, the Carribean, or any other
:

part of the world are Africans and belong to the African 
i

nation... Africa is one continent, one people and one nat,ion.7 
l

So that although there may be some geographical and linguistic t.l:,..,'rt
. :. .:' . ,.'

differences, in oneness of culture (that is Þhilosophy), the ¡',,'';-,,1',,'.

t.' ,',t,.,',:' '

African Nation stand.s. "

The Pan-African-Philosophy evolved from Ancient Egypt -
the cradle of civilization. As a result of series of outside 

.:¡:,,..:.,.:::,
l. .i:,lli;'11i:' .l::iinvasions, Egypt was f orced to surrender her leadership in ii::i;;.Ë,;::¡j

Philosophy. conquered by the Persians (in 525); the Macedonians

7"o. . 'cit.
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under Alexander the Great (in 333 B.C.)¡ the Romans under

Julius Caesar (50 e.C.); the Arabs in the 7th Century; the

Turks in the sixth Century; the French with Napoleon and then

the English at the end of the 19th Centuryr Eqypt, the cradle

of civilization for about ten thousand years lost her political

and educational leadership. But one important result of these

invasions and conquests was the dispersion of Egyptian Philo-

sophers and teachers throughout Africa. Í{ith this, came a

more concenÈrated spread of the Egyptian Philosophy. Further-

more, there were Philosophers in the University towns of

Timbucktu and Jene in West Africa. These, wrote books on

Philosophy. Basil Davidson, in his Book: A History of West

Africa, quotes the historian Leo Africanus who wrote around

L52O concerning African scholars in MaIi and Songhai empires:

"By the 16th Century, t?est African writers vlere at work on

historical, legal, moral and religious subjects."B All thêse

scholars helped to preserve for Africa what was left of the

Egyptian Philosophy. And this is tlre genesis of our Pan-African'

Philosophy.

The Pan-African Philosophy, has some basic philosophical

truths or canons which are common to all Africans. As a living

Philosophy, the Canons we shall discuss in the pages that

follow; haVe tended to provide colrunon answers to the African

manrs desire to solve the four enigmas of 1ife, namely Vùho

o
'Basil Davidson, A History of lrlest Africa, (New York:

Doubleday and Company, Înc., 1966), p. L66.
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we ê[er Whefe We come fron; Where we are goingi and Vlhat is
our considered best way to get there. Let us no\{ consider

them:

t' The Family: The familyr answers the question: who we are?, 
',.,,,,,.,

for the Africans. rt is the most important singre unit in the

system of Africanity. As we indicated in the preceding section,
the African-family is extended. Each person remained an act.ive i

'-:::;:.;.:::

member of the family he is born into "until death do them part.,, ì::r:'::::

The feeling that this "oneness" should continue forever, beyond ,,:,,,:,;,,,.,'.,.
'' _: r' '.

the grave, is the very cause of our present inquiry. rn Africa,
onewaSbornintoafami1yandbelongedtoitforever.Marriage

orphysica1deathdoesnotdivorceonefromone,Sfami1y.The
'

wife, in traditional African society belonged to her own family, ,

not to her husbands. And in most cases, upon death, her corpse

was returned to her fatherts compound for burial.
In the system of Africanity, rvhatever happens to any

member of any family be it good or evi1, is shared j-n common

':,:.. r',r.:.by all members of that family. From the family this sharing i,r:,,,,.l,,,,'..

,t, 
t 

,. -t-.''
spreads out to tha ry to the village and finally to the ,'i:,:',1:::'::,.ì

.jr,:t:.::i:..::

town in lesser and lesser a"gà.
This notion of "collective responsibility" obviously

served as a check against anti-social behaviours. And everyone ::.:::,.,::r.:.iì
i ..i- i,.. :.:-.::.

v¡as his brother t s keeper

2. Reliqion: In many v¡ays, the t'of ficial. philosophy of the

Africanisare1igionratherthanaphi1osophica1schoo1of

thought in the western sense. This is so because the African
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everywhere iq a vehicle of his religion,

This rreligionr is traditional and not the imported

rel-igion. The African had always believed that there is a

God. This God is addressed by different names in different
parts of the continent due to the great variety of the African

languages. In Ghana, Hê is called Nyame; the Ïgbos of Nigeria

ca'll Him Chuk\^¡u or Chineke; in Central Af rica, He is called

Leza¡ Between Congo and Botswana God is called Nyambe etc.

Religion, apart from being the "official" Philosophy

has tended to ans\^¡er for the African almost all the questions

concerning the riddles of existence. But most specifically,

it ansv¡ers the question: l.lhat is the goal of life -the end of

man? l"lanrs life in Africa, is very much conditioned by his

relationship with the Supreme-Being'God. Hence, when one

hears an African Being described as a 'Pagan' or theathenr,

one cannot but feel very embarrassed. This is because in

African Society, religion can be said not to be written on

paper but on people's hearts/minds, oral history, rituals and

religious personages. For according to l4biti:

Tradit,ional religion permeates all departments
of life, there is no formal distinction between
sacred and secular, between the religious and
non-religious, between the spirit.ual and material
areas of life. Wherever the African is, there is
his religion... In traditional African, there are
no irreligious people. To be human is to belong
to the whole community, and to do so, involves
participating in beliefs, ceremonies, rituals and
festivals of the cornmunity.9

oJ_ .JOnn
Praget (1966)

Mbiti, African Religions and ?hilosophy, New York,
r P.2.f.
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And we need only add that the common source of this traditional

religion is the Egyptian mystery system.

3. Respect for El-ders: This canon, ansr¡¡ers more than two

questj-ons for the African. For instance, it supplies the

answer to the guestions: What type of personality is most

valued? Who are we? etc.

The African places much emphasis on respect for age.

That is to say, êDy person who is older than one. The old

parents are the direct responsibility of their children and

grandchildren. This is among the requirements of the African

culture.

In African society, the elders are regarded as the

custodians of wisdom. As Mbiti reports:

Ontologically and jurisdically, the elders, who hold
the ascendency are the only ones to know fully, in
the last resort. Their wisdom exceeds that of other
men. The young cannot know without the elders.l0

This is the common belief of the African. In a Philosophy

which looked upon the elders as the nuclear-bearers of

tidíngs to the unborn, the would-be-spirit of the Netherland,

the foregoing attitude would hardly be surprising. Vfhile it

served a moralistic aoal, it seems to me that it must have

tended to dwarf the spirit of criticism of the o1d by the

young. Nevertheless, it helped to keep very alive in the

African, the desire for old-age. This seems to account for

why most Africans pray for long life, old a9ê¡ and loathe

. --..:r.t . .-:._.r.1

J :.:;,:..r .'r.:, r .:l

tolotq., n. rs2.
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dying young. Above aIl, respect for elders ensured peaceful

governments in the comrnunities. For the "Phi-losopher king's"
wisdom could hardly be questioned.

4. Plural marriage: The role of women in Pan-African

Philosophy cannot be overemphasized. Women are usually held

in high regard. Plural marriage stems from the community,s

sense of order and morality. This, in turn provides for the

safety and well-being of women. It thus, insures that every

woman will function to express her womanhood - to exercise

her God-given right to motherhood, and every rr.an, his God-

given right to fatherhood. But this must be done according

to the "J:,av/s of the Land." - in the open - in marriage.

In the traditional Afrícan society, there was nothing like

"unwanted-chi1d" or the "bastard". All women who were of

marriageable-age, got easily married. The multiple-wife-
system ensured this.

It must be added, hoÌ^tever, that in those days when

inf ant mortality r^¡as high, when one was not sure the only

child or wife would be captured and taken a$/ay into slavery;

r^¡hen there was extreme need for many hand.s to eke out a

living from the soil etc., multiple-wife-system provided

the answers.

5. African Arts: Like Religionr African Art is divine.
And so, nost African Arts portray life, death, mystery, power

and above all harmony.

The African everlnvhere is an Artist, versed in, and

!i ,1. J, J;. ',:_.

i.:ì..:''..i. -'
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proud of harmonious naintenance of balance between spirit
and matter. Art fof the Af,rican is an active or 1i-vety

interplay of forces, the "Living-Ceadt' and the ,,dead,, and

even the unborn. rt is a neans of restorÍng the order of
the world by recreating it.. The African is a painter, a

dancer, singer, a dramatist etc.

In the foregoing senses of the African Art, it
cannot be 'a mere photography. It is a taming. Images

are presented as rhythm, form and movement on one hand and

color and rhythmr'on the other. Art is a social activity
not separated from ljfe itself.
6. Principl-e of Vita1 Force:

This is a very significant philosophical concept

of Pan-Af rican-Phi losophy .

The Philosophy of "Forces" tend to answer for the

African the basic question about the theory of beings and

the relationship of ireings to rfature. The African everywhere

accepts that everything is force - humans, animate, inanimate,

non-physical etc. There is a heirarchy of these Forces:

God, Ancestors, inan, Animals, plants,.'fton-living things e.g.
Stone. Each of these forces is said to interact with the

other.

concept rvill receive further attention later inThis

this work.

The

foundation

foregoing may be ionsidered the historical

of the Pan-African-Philosophy. But for space,
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one cou1d. have also pointed out that the political philo-

sophical foundations of the Fan-African-philosophy is
communalism. It is not essentially Marxist-T,enist Marxism.

For, in the sense that the Philosophy is very much rooted on

religíon, it must be anti-marxist. But due to the communal

nature, the Socialistic nature of the Af rican IRan, r^/ê say

that he is positively socialistic. The Canons have guided

the African man everywhere in the continent/Gl-obe.

II. On the other hand, it has become conventional to

reserve the term "Philosophy" to just one of the many

academic subjects or disciplines taught in institutions of
learning just as History, Physics, Psychology etc. are

taught as school subjects. In this case philosophy becomes

the discipline of contemplative knowledge. what Hiedegger

called episteme theorelike. In other words, speculative

thinking. Tlir,is. means that Philosophy involves thinking

critically and clearly. This is the sense Dr. Theo Okere

has in mind when he says that:

Philosophy is a reflection on non-philosophical
experience, by which is meant every other
element of culture. A Philosopher as here
understood is an individual who is a lover of
wisdom in the sense that he makes a systematic
effort to reflect on the data of his culture
and from this reflection, aims to order or to
give meaning to reality as a whole.11

11R",r. Dr. Theo okere, I'The Relation
and Religion. " A lecture delivered during
organized by Philosophy/Classics Students t

the UniversÍty of Nigeria, Nsùkka, (April

Between Culture
a symposium
Association of

15, 1975).
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Thus understood, philosophy is a clarif,ication and criticism

of fundamental beliefs involved in all human mental beliefs

involved in the great enterprises of hurnan culture, science,

art, religion, the moral life, social life and political

activity. And,it is especially the clarification and

criticism of those beliefs that mav have come into conflict,

normally through the impingement of fresh discovery of

knowledge and wisdom.

It is now possible for us to assert that the dis-

tinguishing characteristics of the Philosophers is that they

try to have knowledge by sitting down and thinking. And

Philosophy, then means thinking clearly and critically.

Thinking, however includes :

a) Ordinary thinking or habituation

b) Thinking proper - the starting point of Philosophy. This

usually begins in wonder and involves

reasoning things out.

c) Thinking upon thinking - This is þhilosophy properly so-

called. It involves reflecting upon

opinions. The philosopherrs job with

respect to this level of thinking becomes

to ref lect upon the thinking 'of others i on

what Okere cafls "non-philosophical ex-

periences'r with .the aÍm to lorder or to
give meaning to reality as a whole. "

Thus, to stintulate one into wanting to know is to introduce

i¡
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him to philosophy and \4ranting to know is manifested by

wanting to ask, and actually asking the why, how,'dhat, \øhere

and when of things? To ask these questions about one thing

is to gain initiation into philosophy and to attempt to
, t, , .t'

answer them, to philosophize.

It is in this sense of phitosophy that today, names

like Rene Descartes, Spinoza, Kant, Hume, Locke, White-head,
l:' :: 

rt l:;:,rl

Quine, and a host of other names are identified r,vith Philo- ,.' ,,' '.¡ri' :-.: :

sophy in the Western world and indeed the whole world. 
i,.,¡,¡,.,:.;,i
i,r : :r ' : . . . . 1 . ' ,

Could it be true to hold that Africa has no Phil-o-

sophers (i.e. academic philosophers) in the sense under
l

reference? It seems our ansvrer must be in the negative. i

:

The African nation is also blessed with reputable names

associated with academic philosophy. There were many in

Ancient Africa and there are still a handful of others in

contemporary Africa. Consider the following: (1) All the , '

Egyptian Kings associated with the Egyptian mystery'-s-lzstem

- \^¡ere referred to as "Philosopher-Kings" by their generations. 
¡,,,',,,..¡Ì,-,;-i
;-l : --:r.:-:-.:

This may be justif iable since it was claimed that the Egyptian 1,,,,;1,,,,.-',,

system served as an educational centre (as a University in :":":r:i;"":'

the modern sense). If this is gorrect, then

(a) Ptah-hotep, who was said to have lived abouÈ 27OO B.C.

several hundred years before P1ato and Aristotle was a Philo- i'::¡tif¡

sopher. Ptah-hotep believed in ChastÍsement as a spur to

virtue, in the rule of heaven on Earth, rthich he said is

learnt through suffering. He urged the virtue of self-control

¡.,''i¡"if"t.'

23
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This doctrine was later to become the cornerstone of plato's

and Aristotle I s Philosophies.

(b) The Philospher-King lpuwer of Egypt was one of the

earliest pessimistic phil0sophies. And because of his 
::,:,:..r...,,:',negative aspect of wisdom, he was a skeptic who may be

regarded as the philosophical grandfather of schopenhauer.

The ancient unbeliever bemoans the fact that he is unable
i.'.ri.-.'',:t,.-:,'to make offerings to God because he does not know where !,,,.;¡,,.: ,'

'Gocl may be found. Ipuwer, anticipated Schopenhauer and 
i,;.,,,:r,,:,,,.,¡
¡,:,: :...,'-:r 

;.,

Tolstoy when he advocated race suicide as an end to human

misery - would that there might be an end of menr Do conception,

no births, he said, and if the earth would be no more, how good 
:

i

a thing it would be for all. i

Surely, Ipuwe and Ptah-hotep, though designated as

'Philosophers', paved the way for the greater philosopher '

who has to come after them. 
i;.(c) Ikhnaton is regarded as the founder of the supreme

concept in human thought: one God, one World and one Universal 
",.::-:;,,,.ìi:j:::_::1';:'::l

Law - the harmony of mankind. He was inspired by the early 1..,:,,,;,;¡.;,r

Bgyptian philosophers and The Theban Book o'f the Dead. The 
i':¡:';':::':':::';

Theban Book of the Deadr vrâs a sort of t'Negative confession"

that the I'Souls" of the dead were supposed to recite on 
:,'.::i...:;:;:;;:::.1

their day of judgnent - a sort of declaration that they had iii+".'i.¡:

refrained from breaking the Laws of God

(2) Hypatia, the first woman Philosopher, vüas from

Alexanderia in Egypt.
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(3) st. Augustine. born at ragaste in Numidia (North

Africa) by Patricius, a Rornan and Monica - a north-African,
in A.D. 354t was by African tradition, an African. A

theologian and a philosopher, st. Augustine does not need

much introduction in philosophical circles.
(4) The renowned medieval philosopher, origeon 185 - 254 A.D.,

is a black African. And by far, he seems to have possessed

the most synthetic mind than any of the christian writers.
A man of virt,ue and genius, origeon lef t a large corpus of
writings which only a part has been preserved in Greek or
Latin-versions.

.:: ::i'.

(5) willie Abraham in his book, lhe Mind of Àfrica, describes l

a Ghananian Philosopher by name Arno Anton, born about 1700 and

who in about 1738 had published the Magnum opus, a book of
Logic, theory of Knowledge and Metaphysics; to name just a 

ifew of the Ancient philosophers. 
i

rn contemporary Africa, there are philosophers who have

written and st.ilI write tremendous literature. These are

multi-continental coming as they are, from continents beyond

but including Africa. we are referring to names like:
.i) l,ate or. Kwame Nkrumah, and his Consçiencism: philgggghf

of rdeolôqv ahd De-colonizat'ion, panaf, London, 1964, which .,,,ì,.i.,,, _:--__ , rù¡¡¿v¡¡ 
íri.rr.:':,.,,i'È¡

comes readily to mind;
'ÍiI Leopold senghor, defines the sum total of the cultural
1,, :va1uesoftheAfricaninhist.lggrituae.Negritude,is.'

Aesthetics;
Êi.:lr;:.¡::¡¡ri¡
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iii) There is the West-fndian born Aime Cesaire, a fire-
brando black-liberation-movement-organÌzer. Mentj_on must be

made of his¡ Discourse on Colohialism.

iv) what of Frantz Fanon, another Lurid writer, a diasporan

African? Mention may be made of his Black-skin, white-Mask

(L952) ¡ The tfretched of the Earth etc.
v) The "Philosopher-King", president Jurius Nyerere of

Tazania, is a philosopher; and his uhura Na ujama, a Book of
creative process which ensures self-reliance and independent

programming, needs some menti_on;

vi) There is Janheinz Jahn and his Muntur ân outline of the

New African Culture, (1961); and among others, there is
vii) John Mbiti and his African Religions and philosophy.

All these. go to symbolize the African man as a philo-

sopher, riâyr ân academic phirosopher. And if our train of
thought thus far has been correct, ,then we hasten to say

that the essence of our survey in the foregoing pages, is the.
suggestion that Africa seems to have philosophy in the two

senses we have outlined. Forr âs we have tried to show,

philosophy as one's ,,e¡orld picture", is a philosophy ex-
pressed in simply everyday laymanrs language. Africa has

been shown not to lack this "world-picture". with respect

to philosophy as a speculative enterprise, as ideas of some

great thinkers, usually stated in a more abstract and more

technicaL vocabulary which must be rearned like the special
vocabulary or terminology of any science, we have also

r::r.-'..i.rr:rì.li
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endeavoutred to show that Africa cannot be

off here. Therefore, it seerns correct to
sophy can be qual-ified with the adjective

conpletely written
hold that philo-
ttAf rican r' .

t.r::

| ..:'
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T.4) THF BASIS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN AFRICA}T PHILOSOPFY

'AND OTHBR PHILOSOPH'IES .

The basis of agreement between African and other
philosophies which this section seeks to establish grows out ,, , ,

naturally from the two definitions of philosophy the preceding

section arrived at.
Based on the view of philosophy as a "world-picture", ::t,:.::,..,:::1,

;:::.'..1. .¡ ., .: . 
.

there seems to be some obvious similarities with respect to
:

,r the basic issues posed by peoplets "worrd-picture". such

i 
tssues concern the knowledge of things existent as existent ì

although there could be different ways each culture tries to
answer these questions, our conception of agreement between

cultures or philosophies, leads us to the suggestion that
I there is an agreement since the basic themes seem the same
''
, for most people, in most cultures, most of the time. Thus

understood, the African philosophy, shares the basic themes':
.,.,,j 

, .,,

'i with other philosophies. :l'.,j'.'

'' '.,, When we t.urn to the specutative aspect of philosophy, ,-,.,:,.,

v¡e also notice a good deal of agreement. For most part,
philosophers are concerned with the same questions - nature,

, God and man. And speaking very generally, philosophers tend 
i.i:,r;:.,i 

- 
I t'i 

"::':to corne up l¡ìrith similar conclusions about these issues. This

is what we regard as the basis of agreement between African
and other philosophies. In holding this position, ho$rever,

we are taking for granted that our readers understand that 
i,,,,,',,.
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?o
.J

philosophy, especiatly in this 'qreflectivel or speculative
sense, is a quest for knowredge; a guest for truth. And

hence philosophy becomes a quest for the unÍversal rather
than the particular - an attitude towards the universe. The ,.,,-,1

nature of phílosophical attitude is a critical and searching
attitude. rt is the open-minded, tolerant attitude and

willingness to consider all sides of an issue. so that whoever 
il,:.,,,,,
i'; .r'r r:-;'engages in this type of enterprise, anywhere, anytime, ought
ii. -'j. . '.
i-i.;:':'.

to be regarded as a philosopher.

There is also a concord between African -philosophy and

other Philosophies in another sense. rf we accept the verdict
of history, Ancient Egypt is traditionally regarded as the

'birthplace of philosophy. on the basis of this, it courd be

claimed that Greek philosophy and pan-African-philosophy

shareacommonbasistheEqyptian-mystery-systems

Thus, George A. M. James, in The Stolen L,egacy,

informs us that the Greek philosophy was the offspring of the 
.,,:.,,,.-,,:,Egyptian-Mystery-system. Thus eonceived, the Egyptian theory '.',',,:,t-,,,

" 
. .:: ..1 :.'of salvation becomes the purpose of Greek philosophy. The '.t.,,,,,'1,,1,,,1:

'-: .: .': ."

importance of this view to us is that if is true, then an

examination of the Egyptian-mystery-system or theory of
salvation, and the purpose of the Greek philosophy should 

;,,.,,,.,,r,,,ì'-:':':''
make evident, some underlying agreement or Unitlz between the
two systems.



It might be necessary, therefofer to examine very
briefly the set-up of, the Egyptian-l,lystery-system to see if
it has anything in conrmon with the purpose of Greek philosophy.

AccordingtoHerodotusandC.A.Vai1,theEgyptian.mystery.
system could be construed as the modern university. rt was

the centre of learningi of organized culture and candidates
from far and near entered it as the teading source of Ancient l;:,:,:;,,.,..:

culture . rt has three grades of students . First, the l4ortals ¡'.' '": ' ' 'rt'''

I :r:'::.,: ': :-:. .-(i-e. probational students who were being instructed but who i-,f.-']',.;.¡

have not yet experienced the "inner vision,'i second, the 
l

rntelrigences (i.e. those students who have attained the
I

"inner vision") and lastry, the creators or sons of light j

(i.e. those students who have become identified with or united 
:

with the light through spiritual consciousness. c. H. vail
also reports that, the education of the students "consisted
not only in the cultivation of virtue but also of Liberal Arts 

:

which u¡ere intended to riberate the soul. There was also . ::

admission t,o the greater mysteries where esoteric philosophy i¡''t,l,,"¡l;"
l' :. r: : ,r ,;,:.:i:

v¡as taught to those who demonstrated proficiency."l2 This, i,:.,',,;.,,..i,,'

in brief, is an outline of the Egyptian theory of sal_vation
througir which the individual was trained to become God-rike
while on earth, and,at the same time qualified for ever_ 

,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,
:.-,. :.:i'..:,:i -lasting happiness. There was no mediator between man and

his salvation as we find in Christian theory.

30

12". 
". 

Vail, ArÌcj-enu Mystêriesr pp . 24-2s.
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Now a brief survey of Greek philosophy easily reveals
the agreement or harmony we are in search of. consider
first the indictment and prosecution of Greek philosophers.
Several Greek philosophers one after another, were indicted
by the Athenian Government on the conìmon charge of "intro-
ducing strange divinities"; Anaxagoras, socrates and

, Aristotle, received similar indictment. I{e are famj-Iiar

' with the famous charge against Socrates which reads as

, foIlows: "Socrates commits a crime by not betieving in the

Gods of the cities and by introducing new deitiesr He also
commits the crime of corrupting the youths. " rn order to
find out what these new deities and/or divinities are,
we need to go back to the popular opinions which Aristophanes

in The Ciouds' arouses against Socrates. It says, "socrates
is an evil doer, who busies hj-mself with investigating things

,

beneath the earth and in the sky and who makes the worse

appear a better reason, and who teaches other this same

¡hingrs. ',

, From the foregoing exposition, it is crear that
Socrates offended the Athenian Government simply by pursuing

the study of Astronomy. Other philosophers v¡ere possibly

, persecuted for the same reason. For the study of science
:

was a required condit.ion for menbership of' the Egyptian

mystery-system, since its purpose was the liberation of the
, soul from the bodily fetters. Thus, if the Greek philo-

sophers studied science, they were simpry fulfilling a
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required condition to membership in Egyptian .mystery-system

and its purpose eitirer through clirect contact with Egypt or
its schools or todges ouiside its territories.

There were mystery schools or what we would commonly , ,. ,

call Lodges in Greece and other lands outside of Egypt, whose

work was carried on according to osirica, the grand Lodge of
Egypt. such schools have been frequently referred to as i,-,,,,,,.,,

1',tt:-'t: 
-t'private or phil0sophic mysteries and their founders were 

,.,,,,.:;.. '. '.:initiates of Egyptian mysteries. The ronian temple at Didyma, ¡.i.,i'.',r¡'

theLodgeofEuc1idatMagara,theLodgeofPathagorasat
;'Crotonaandtheorphicorac1e,withtheschoo1sofP1atoand

Aristot1e.''Consequent'1v,l'maintainsC.H.Vai1,,,\demake
t.a mistake when we suppose that the so-carled Greek philosphers

formulated new doctrines of their ov¡n; for their philosophy
had been handed down by the Great Egyptian Herophans through
the mysteries . ,,13 

I
l

Further, in Timeus of prato¡ wê are told of how
:¡:: ,:" ..:::r: -l

aspirants for mystical wisdom visited Egypt for ínitiation ¡,;i::r'i:
'l',.,t,..':t",, i'and how the prince of Sais (old name for Eqypt) used to refer 
,,,., 

,,' ,-.

to Èhe Greeks as "children" in the secret doctrine. Herodotus,
Diogenes and I^Iilliam Turner, all devote some great attention
to the fact that Egypt was the educat.ional centre of the iÍ.i,i-,¡,:: ,*::-:: 'Ancient trrlorld. The irnplication of all these, is that there
h/as, and stil1 is, an indissolub]-e link between Greek phiro-
sophy and Egyptian inystery-system. i

': l : r"l::?<.:¡
i::':.:.:'a':;:-ó;
ta.:i ::'. _::.: i:ì:
l.- " 

-;. .1
13rbíd., p. 59. .
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rf the account so far, is correct, the agreement

we refer to in thÍs section, suggests an identity of parts.
There has beenr Do doubt tremendous progress in phirosophy.

so much so that if King rkhnaton were to 'come back,, to life
today, he wourd not dare regard himself as a philosopher.

Philosophy has undergone changes in the hands of the Greeks.
But we are inclined to hord that the well-organized and

systematized Greek phirosophical system, st.ilr share the
same common origin with pan-African, philosophy. And since
other Philosophies borrowed their philosophies either directly
from Egypt or from the Greeks, all the philosophies of the
world have a common bound. And this is the basis of claim
that there is an agreement between African philosophy and

other philosophies.
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PART TWO

There is in the minds of men, I know not how
a certain presage, as it were, of future
existence and this takes deepest root in the
greatest geniuses and the most exalted souls.

Cicero
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CHAPTER TV,IO

THE LIVTNG TN AFRTCAN PHÎLOSOPHY

2.I) THE AFRTCAN VIORLD-VIEW

As we indicated in section Ëwo of part one, the
African has his own world-view. so t.hat when we reflect a

bit and understand what is at stake in the cultural ordering
of action, and when we survey the lush of variety of ways of
life over the planet, we cannot but agree with the Nigerian
Historian, Dr. Uchendu that

To know how a people view the world around
them is to understand how they evaluate 1ife,
and a people's evaluation of 1ite, both
temporal and nontemporal, provid.es them witha''Charter''ofaction,aguidetoBehaviour.14

There is the implication here that someone's worrd is what

he sees, hears and so on. And what. the Àfrican sees in his
"l'rIorld" is surely radically different from what his contemporary ,, , ,, , ,,,.

i l:: -,:.'".: ¡-¡,,,', :sâY, an Asian' sees in his own "world". Furthermore, the African ,:.:',",¡'' ':
l. ,,.ì: i ,:',,;., i.view of his "world" is not only intelligible to him but provid.es i:.,, ,:,,,:,:.:.:

him with what, uchendu caIIs -"a chat.ter,, of explaining among

other things, the notion of life and death. what then, is
thi s . Af rican-worId-view ?

¡' :. r.;':i 1.,
,. : :!:::, r'i-

l4U"hendrr, V. C.,. The rgþo of Southeïn NiEêria, HoltRinehart and Winston, (N '



The traditional African believes in a multiplicity of
worlds in which existence occurs. The number of these worlds
are indefinite. But generalry speakingr hr€ can distinguish
two broad Èypes of the "AfrÍcan worId". There is the world
of man or the physical world, peopled by arl created Beings

- animate and inanimate; then the world-of-spirits or spirit-
wor1d. It is thís latter world (the-wor1d_of_spirits) which,
I thinkr wê can describe as being indefinite.

The spirit-world (ala mgg), is the abode of the supreme

Being (chukwu) , the smaller dieties, the disembodied and

malignant spirits , and above aI1, the ,,Living-dead.,, or the
ancestrat spirits. rt is, therefore, viewed as the future
abode of the "Living-dead.".

ïn the African curture, the number of times or "rounds,,
each "souI" is supposed to cycle these two worlds of man and

spirit.s, is also indefinite. Among the rgbos for instance,
it is not uncommon to hear the living-person excraim in hisr/
her pre-incarnation forecast (i.e., Ebibi uwa) thus:

a) "In Uwa m æ (in my fourth world) ;ìi--_

b) In Uwa m Asag (in my seventh world);
c) In my world ad infinitum (in Vwa m Kwulu.iJwa m) etc.

r would be this or that." Each of such Ebibi IJE, is meant

to indÌcate the social status desired in the number of rounds

the speaker hopes to cycre the worrd of man and spirits.
The two worrds do not, howevern operate in isolation.

The African belÌe\¡es that there is constant interaction

i-. i:i': alf; i.
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between the world af Man (Uwa) and AlamrJg (the world of
spirits) i.e. between the visibre and invisibre worrds of
forces. This. worrd-view, is what may be described as "wor1d.-
affirming philosophy. " rt j-s world-afflrming since the world
is a realm of powers, vital-energy and dynamism. The most

fruitful life has the most por^¡er and harmony. The powers

of the worrds interact with each other and man tries to keep

in good terms with them. These powers or forces, are, however,

not all equal. The African recognizes a hierarchy of forces. i,,,,:.,,r,',,1,.¡,':_r...,..4 ;1:,i_.

At tlre, a¡rex of this hierarchy is chukwu who created all other
forcesandwhostrengthensa11thatca1tonHim.TheAfrican

inotionofinteractionofforcesisfundamenta1tohisbe1ief

in the "Living-d.ead"; the ancestral spirit.s, as the founding 
.

fathers of the races who are continuarly interested in the
world of the living and are capabre of "returning,, in new 

l

infants from time to time

. Existence for the African, is, therefore, a dual but
interrelated phenomenon involving the interact,ion between i.,ìr.ri,,i'ì,

..," ,.,- . 
-t.

material and spiritual, the visibte and invisible, the good :,,¡,;.1,,,,,..',

and the bad, the "living-dead,' and the ,,dead,,. In African 
':i:t::::':-.

thought the r'land of the dead" are inhabit.ed by spirits,
Ancestors.AndtheseareorganizedintheSamewayastheír

t rl,:,:,.:.t.,:,:1living descendants in Vwa ,are. i'::'r:i¿:rr:iìirli'

Frorn the above sketched world-view, an African
"Philosophy of Forces" seems to emerge, for, like Leibniz ,

l

the African,
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never abandoned the idea that the UnÍverse is a
harmonious whole,. .. . th.e principle of nature makes
no leaps; there must be sorqethfng that persists
when Fìotion ceases, a ground of motion: this is
forcer or conatusr of the tendency of body to move
or to continue its motion; and force is constant
in quantity. Hence, there is no substance that
does not act, that is not expression of force:
what does not act does not exist. Only what is
active is real. Consequently, F9fc1, and. not 15extension, is the essential attribute of body.'

Similarly in the multiple "worlds" of the African, 'Force'

is the essential attribute of everyl--hing. Nothing living

can be conceived as being devoid of force. But the forces

it $ (world) are categorized. Man is at the centre- He

is a creature endowed with mind and body and force. The

relationship between Manrs body and his soul cannot be

denied when there is force. We shall see the importance of

this notion when we discuss human personality. In the

pyramid of the living, therefore, God is at the apex. He is

the great Muntu or Being. The most perfect Being. Every

other Force is created but only God is uncreated. And in

: "God is tfre frignest and perfect Monad, PureIeibniz words: "God is the

activity (actus purus), the original monad, the monad of

monads. The principle of continuity dernands the existence of

a Supreme Monad.16 God or Chukwu, occupies a special place

in African Philosophy. After Him, in the category of the

15r".nk Tilly and Ledge Woodn A HistorY of ,
Henry Holt a Compairy, New Yórk (1955m

16ru'id. , p. 389.
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living, comes the "Livi.ng-dead" - founding fathers of the

c1an, according to their rank in terms of seniority; next,
is the animal forces; vegetabre forces and even mineral forces,
each categorized according to the rel-ative importance in their
own classes. The ç¡,arth (ela)is a 1iving force.rand a very

important one, too.

In the thinking of most Africans, the earth is a mighty

force comparable only to l-gwe (rhe gavens) in por^rer or force.
The rgbos, in particular, personify Ala to the extent that it
has a cult. rt is a goddess. Ala is the symbol of forces

that promote the common welfare of mankind without dis-
crimination. rt "opens" up its mouth to receive back all
mankind without discrimination. For, ât death (trre great

leveller),al1 the poor, riich-, educated or illiterate are l

buried in Ala. Sacrifices were offered to AÌa in traditional
Africa for increased yields, especially when crops fail. The

importance of Ala may account for why nobodf .oÌ,rrns AIa in
African society. IÈ is a gift of God for mants good and

wê11-bein9.

The lgbos talk of Alafs remorseless punishment of

Sacrilege, and things it proh.ì-,liits. Ala, is here assumed to
have her own laws which, every Living l4untu must obey. These

Laws ( ns.g7 Ala) , .however, are usually identical with the

norms of the community. Thus, anyone who contravenes these

lr.Lsws of the Landr'r is said to have commited sacrilege (Trg

nso Ala). And a person charged with such a crime must perform



some cleansing rites or purification rites without which, he

is numbered among the t'dead". Every other lower force in the

category of the living f orces, possesses its o\^rn dif ferent

degree of forces. r think this is what Leibniz has in mind 
::1,,,,,

when he says that:

Every monad has the power of perception or
representationt it perceives or represents and
expresses the entire universe. In this sense
it is a world in miniature, a microcosmt it is ¡,1,,,",:¡.:

a living mirror of the Universe r" a concentrated i'""'t.'',world, a world for itself. But each Monad re-
presents the Uníverse in its own vray, from its ,,'.:,;|.
unique point of view, with its characteristic Í:ì:r.ii'::

degree of clearness; it is limitedr ân individual,
and has other individuals outside it. The higher
the Monad, the more clearly and dístinctly it
perceives, expresses or represents the world; the
monads with which it is most closely associated 

\constitute its own body, and these it represents
:most c,learly"tr7

So that we need only add that the African believes that

every force has an intimate bond one with the other. He also l

recognizes "vital force" as the chief element, actiúe prin-

ciple, and the source of energy in every Bantu. Hence,

according to Placide Tempels: .,.,..,.,
-_:-: _.:._:: -.:

The human being apart from the ontological 1,,.',.,i,¡:,,
hierarchy and interaction of forces, has no ':, '.' '

exisÈence in the conception of the Bantu.l'Ë

It is the relationships of these forces one wiÈh the other,

which constitute the African notion of the living and an

40

1?ro"...it.

lEPla.i¿e Tempels, rbid., p. 104.

l.:'..1
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understanding of this notion seems crucial to an understanding

of the entire African Philosophy. This is because rForce',

has a determining influence on the metaphysical concept of

"Being", and on the psychological understanding of personalityr

a notion which we shall be examining in the next section. This

is why Placide Tempels, who had worked with Lhe Bantu and who,

obviously understands the notion of interaction of forces had

to write:

We may conceive of the transcendental notion of
"being", by disentangling it from the attribute
of its force, but not the Bantu; Force is in his
thought a necessary element of Being, and the
concept force is inseparable from the definition
of being.... Vle have a static conception of being,
they have a dynamic notion.... In Bantu thought,
a being is what possesges force r.... force is
being, being is force.J-9

Tempels, surely presents a better picture of the notions we

have been trying to explicate. In African philosophy of

"Forces", there is the view that there is life or at least

Eorce/Pohrer, in all things. This seems Èo me to make African

philosophy nearer to the modern conception of all pervading

energy

However, I also realize that a non-African, might

tend to ridicule the above notions, especially the African

conception of the lower forces e.g. Ala, as superstitious.
But it needs to be pointed out that these views have their

l.:r,'ri

19rbid., pp. 3t-32.
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roots in the people's belief systems; FoErliving in their
world of forces, all of which may affect man directly or

indirectly, our laws include not only purely human laws but

make reference to working forces recognized in nature.

Hence, all natural calamities are considered possible

when some forces are thwarted, neglected or turned into evil
channels. Nevertheless, to a mínd untutored in crop science,

in scientific farming, Ala, which causes "mysteriousrr crops'

growth can not but be reverenced.. It is possible that, this
type of world-view may tend to paralyze the mind or dwarf its
development, but it served the traditional African some useful

purposes. Surely the concept of Nso Ala (Law of the land)

among others, helped: (a) to check some anti-social.conducts

among individuals in African communities; (b) to prevent the

interruption of the working of nature or an attempt to upset

the rhythm of nature; and (c) nsg AIa, helped to ensure or

induce respect for human life. We are familiar with the

Biblical Story of Cain and Abel: But the Lord said to Cain:

Your brotherrs blood calls to me fromtheground.
What have you done? You are hereby banished from
the ground whihh you have defiled with your
brotherrs bIood. No longer will it yie1cl crops
for you, even if you toil on it foreverl From
now on you will be a fugitive and a tramp^upon
the Earth, wandering from place to place.zu

From the above r wê can not¡¡ appreciate the Af rican

|-..-,-. --,...

2oG.rr""i=, 4¿ 10-12.
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conception of A]a (Earth) and the requirement that purifica-

tion be made when Ala has been defiled. It is essentiatly
moralistic.

But before we conclude our discussion of the African

world-view, there is some need to raise a question or two

whichr wê guess must be agitating the breast of a critical
reader. In the first place, how do we now categorlze the

African philosophy based on the foregoing analysis? Couia

we say that it is pantheistic, idealistic or materialistic?
We ask this because, the African world-view seems to harbour

under the same roof the elements of at least three widely

but different philosophies, namely: Pantheism, Idealism

and Materialism.

Thus: 1) By making mind and matter co-ordinate aspects

of God, who becomes the indwelling "substance" of all things,
we inevitably arrive at Pantheisms of Spinoza;

2) If on the other hand, matter is absorbed into spirit,
as though in Divine mindr wê inevitably arrive at the idealism t,t,,i,,,',:,,',,

.',,-.tof Berkeley or Malebranche; and finalty i,,,;'.,,¡.,;,,;1.i

3) Íf , however, the African abolishes the realm of thinking 
:' ::i': i :

substance and explain thought as a function of the bodily

machine r wê inevitably arrive at the materialism of Hobbes. 
l¡;,r,+.i,:r:'.,.,.r;

This is our probrem. But the African could reply that iiÎl;r#ì¡

our problem is really not problematic. He could resist our

attempttocategorizehisPhi1osophyinthemannerwehave
)

outlined (1) (3) on the grounds that' 
,r:;:s.......,,,
i:'iìil' '-::: :=- I
:'_ :- :: '
ìr':. ir ' ,.,....1

L



a) He does not hold that mind and matter are mere aspects of
God as spinoza would hold. For him, they are Godrs creatures,
brought into being by a f ree act of chuk¡4¿ls= will and hence,

they are distinct from Him. we are not pantheistic, he wourd

reply. Matter ís much more than a thought in the Divj-ne Mind

or in human mínd. Matter is a substantial reality, issuing
from Chukwu as its source.

b) on the charge of materiarism, he would reply that - we are

not materialistic in our philosophy because, Èhough the bodiry
machine can do many remarkable things, it can never think
thoughtrs: "Thinking, in African philosophy, belongs to Minrl. "

c) May be there is an element of ideal-ism in our thinking,
but, it is perhaps best to regard our philosophy as a unique

philosophy of forces. This philosophy may seem to resembre

in one \^¡ay or other the systematized philosophy of the west.

But it cannot be said to be fu1ly identifiable with it.
To sum it up, the notion of'vital force', is central

to understanding African world-view, and rvital force',
powerr or if you like a sort of energy, possessed by every

man, every animal, every living being including God, ilay never

disappear. For, even after death, it is said to continue

to exist and influence thi-ngs, except of course, one is a

"bad-dead." i.e. a buro'ji or has nobody to keep his force arive.
This conception arises from the African mants belief

that. life keeps on developing like a plant. It grows or

evolves -from lower to higher forms. The spirit of man, like

44
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a flame leaps forever f,orward. And the conception returns,
as it were to the African manrs conception of the good man,

the moral man -the man who does not defile Alg by committing

attrocities or sins which AIa forbids. From this, it seems

to follow that some measure of religiousness is as much a

necessity of a truly happy and successfur life as the sense

of justice and fair p1ay.

In this sense, it seems correct to hold that religion
and morality have a more compelling claim over the African
manrs allegiance than the different arts and sciences taken

severally. Thus, it is easily seen that from the African
point-of-view, life dívorced from active life, indicative
of invol-vement with our fellow beings, rerigion and morality,
is noÈ itself competenÈ to fix up or define the purpose or
goal of life for the living aird this is Èhr: crux of the African

conception of the IivÍng.

i'.t ¡l



2.2) THE AFRICA¡{ -NOTION O-F HUMAN PERSONALITY

What is Man? What is special about him? Before
we answer these questions, we wish to reiterate that each

culture has its ov¡n way of knowing man and other realities,
and the African is no exception. rn African curture, the
different images or shades of Man are superimposed on one

anoths; t-b'present the integraÈed personality of manr w€

shall discuss in this section.

The African distinguishes, besides the Muntu, the
human being properly so caIled, his Ahg (body); his buzima
(shadow) ; his Nkpuruk Obi (heart) ; the person,s Nd,J (1ife or
breath); and personts chi (one's guardian angelr/personal

god) - rn other words, the African notion of human personality
might be construed. as a duar process. There is something

material -the body, heart and the shadow together. The body

is one of the things in which our true feerings are located,
but it is not the only one, and it may not even be the prin-
cipal one, for the Africans and aII believers in Reincarnation ,;,r.,.t,t

and Karma. There is arso something spiritual - the person's

ndu and his chi. And these two aspects -material and

spiritual, unite to give us the Muntu. The principle which

designates this union is called M.g.r.21 by Janheinz Jahn.

2lMuguru - a Kintu force which assists every beginningof a human creature (Janheinz Jan, Muhtu: The lueù gfiican
Culture, Grove press, Inc. ¡ New Vor
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Muntu without a body, is inconceivable to the African.

Such a being is simply a Spirit. On the other hand, the Muntu,

who has a body, but lacks the spiritual aspect, is similarly

absurd. Such a being is a mere Kintu (thing) . For the ,,,..r,,

African, the Î4untu, properly so called is not physical; it

is symbolic. The "Being" of the person is rrin, the body buÈ

it' is rarely completely integrated with the body, like dominoes 
j.,.,,,:,:,,,,,,

in a box, not like a tightly woven tapestry. In other words, t:':-':ri:r::,'.:

none of these two aspects (physical and sþiritual), cân

function in isolation if a Beihg is to be designated - Muntu;

that is to say, that it is the union of these two aspects
.

which is the instrument through which the ego is able Èo

function in various planes.

Consider the following touching interview I hel<l with

Itodo Onyishi, aged about 96 years, and who is the eldest man

in my town early January, 19792

Question : who are you? 
i¡,¡,.¡.v,r1i,.,,i11,,

ItOdO : ItOdO. :::::: :.:: r ,.

:: :..:..:':'-:''::
Question : Who is It,odo? ..,,.',,.,,,: .,

Itodo : M\rg m (my spirit in me) .

Question 3 Where can we see this mBg or where is it located?

Itodo : "In' me. I doubt if you can see it in the manner r ,,,.,,,.,,
i,t ,.tii=.i,:,,r.:

you think. ït seems to be invisible but yet

visibte because it makes all things about me

possible

¡:iJ i.:.:.:. ..
r: _.: i-;.:r: ,:r:: .t
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Question : But why cantt we? you can see your body in the
. mirror. why can't you see this your ver)¡

importani ryout in the mirror?
Itodo : Mirror, can only lie. A mirror shows only the

external aspects of you, it stops at the face,
but the face is not what we call your "yourness".
Even your voice seems st,:i,angé11raIj-en -.when you

hear it on a recording - vre muse: ',Is that me?,,

The face, is, indeed a liar for a typical African
"Ancestor" who has an unshakable berief in the dualism of the

human person; and who equally believes that what constitutes
"himt' is tinteriort, "insid.e", even though we cannot locate
the "insideness". And rtodo's repries exemplify for us the
sort of repry you get from most African elders. you can not
project "interiors" onto mirrors. This is vital dualism

of African experience -the fact that everything there is, has

an "i-nside" and an "outside". Arìd, he seems perfectry right.
why not? Theoretically, arI objects in nature seem to con-

form to this characterization - have ,'interiority" and

"exteriority" or inside and outside. Gustav Fechner, known

as one of the fathers of psychophysics or experímental psy-

chology accepts that al-l objects have interiority, even trees.
rf this is the case, why not say that a palm tree leans on

my fence because it "feeLs" h¡eakr or soaks up water because

it is thirsty or it produces nuts because it has been pregna-

ted? Perhaps if you take a slow motion you can see this
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happening. VIe do noL know what is going on inside it, but it
must register some internal reaction to experiment. rn the

African category of the living. the object with the reast

"internal" would then be the rocks - probabty they would have

no more "insid.e" or inner life than. the idling of their atomic

structures, but in these, âs physicists have taught us, there

is anything, but repose.

However, in the thinking of the African, a1so, the

Chi, is an aspect of the spiritual. ConsequenLly, there-
fore, the chi, it is craimed, is able to reincarnate several

different *rrr.aions of the other aspects of the person.

This quaJ-ity of the Chi helps to make it possible for the

Ancestor to rei,ncarnate and at the same time remain present in
the spirit-worl-d to receive sacrif ices. The implication here,

is that it is not strictly the ancestral spirit that is born;

the child being supposed to come under any particular chj-'s

irtfluence, inherit "Spirit-genes" and so receive part of its
vitality and quality. Furthermore, the Chi could thus express

itself in many different persons, sometimes actually f.iving

contemporaneously. These are hardly new or startling thoughts.

But they help to introduce us to the African conception of man.

The conception rnakes a lot of sense to the average African man.

We sha1l grant him his view meanwhile, and go ahead to consider

the notion of the ancestors, the categories of the living,
the functions of the "living-dead" or ancestors and so on.

Our philosophical 'axet will descend on the former notion -
the African Personality and other latter ones in Part three

of this thesis.



CH.APTER THREE

THE ''LIVTNG-DEAD'' AND THE ''DEAD'' IN AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY

3. 1) THE NOTION OF THE ''LIVING-DEAD''

who are the "Living-dead"? whaÈ are their functions in
African Philosophy? How do the Africans ensure conti_nuity of
'!life" in the "Living dead"? These, and more issues, will be

taken up in this section.

The "Living-dead", according to the African-philo-
sophical thinking,'are the dead v¡ho l-ivecl. rvorthy lives in -twa
And as conceived by the African, these, are the invisible
segment of the lineage. The African feels very strongly that
death (i.e. the demise of the physical body) is not the end _

that' it is rather an "image" which reflects the vain gratifica-
tion of the living. Thus, for the African, the ,dead' who are
said to look back here (to Vwa) with pleasant memories, are
those "worthy" sons and daughters who lived exemplary lives
in gwa. These sons and daughters can never rdier. Death has

no power over them.

Hence, the African says that the dead "live" and very
close too; in fulr command of their faculties and povrers. rn
other words, the belief seems to be that:

Those who are dead are never gone
They are in the breast of the woman;
They are in the child who is wailing,
And in the firebrand that frames ì

The dead are not under the earth;

:' t .'
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Tluy afe in rhe f ire that is dying,¡
They.are in the grass that weepf
They are in the whimpering soul,
They are in the forest, they are in the house,
The dead are not dead.22

Because tire "dead are not dead.r" their continued existence, or
their vital life has to be insured in the several ways we shal1

examine later. Also, because the "dead are not dead" these

"living-dead" are said to expect their fair share of whatever
prosperity comes to their living descendants and their house-

holds. These rel-atives in Lrwa, are the surviving sons and

daughters, grandsons and great-grandsons and nephews on both

sides of the family.

There is, therefore, in the mind of every African, a

loving reverence for these "riving-dead" who are believed to
be "looking into" the spirit-worrd, coflrmunicating with other
spirits (Ndi Mug) there, and considering being reincarnated
anew.

Frazer, in The Fear of the Dead rn primitive Rerigions,
says that the attitude of "primitive" people towards the de-

parted spirits is very different from that of "civilized"
people. The general attitude of the former, he suggests,

is that of fear rather than affection. This statement, as far
as the African is concerned, is a half-truth. rt needs some

qualifications if ever it can apply to the Af,rican manrs con-

poet)
122,lanheinz ,tahr¡, ïbid. (ffre Stanzas are by a Senegambian
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ception of the depafted (i.e., the "living-dead") i I think it's
also true to hold that many 'civilizedr races fear the dead,

are terrified by Ghosts and even try to shut their eyes to
the reality of death to such extent that it can be said that
they suffer from thenatophobia or fear of death. fn African

culture, the dead are feared but the African equally seeks

their help. The African attitude can, at best be described

in the term - "ambiva1ent", i.e. as a compound of both fear
and affection.

This "ambivalent" attitude stems from their notion of
the dead. The Africans L¡ove, respect and fear their living
elders and these attitudés are carried beyond this life. The

African life was never that of carefree attitude or "I dontt

care attitude. " He realIy fears the "bad-dead" or the buloji
(we sha1l discuss this notion later). Beyond this distinction,
it seems not correct to say without qualification that the

African fears the dead and has no affection for them. This

leads us to a consideration of the functions of the "living-
dead" in Àfrican Phil-osophy.
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3.2) THE FUNCTIONS OF THE
OF LIFE TS ENSURED IN

!'LIVING-DEAD" AND HOW CQNTINUITY
THE " L]VI.NG DEAD''

The "Living-dead", pray very significant roles in
Af rican-Philosophical thinking :

1) Being the f'good-deads", they "live" in. Ala-m1rg and

because they are said to "live" in the spirit-world, they can

"return" to the Wor1d-of-Man in new infants to their descendants

as many times as possibre. These surviving descendantsr pray to
them for children. The chirdless, in particurar, implores his,/
her Ancestor to give him/her children, for the worst t.hing
to happen to an African is to die childress. The Ancestor-
worship, which we sharl consider shortly, has much to do with
this urEe - fud, the desire to multiply and replenish the Earth
is also one of the basic reasons for polygamy in traditional
Africa- Forr, nultiple wives not only ensured some protection
to the women but the perpetuation of the race in times of high
mortality.

2) The rliving-dead' were the elders c¡f their various commu-

nities during tlreir lifetime in Uwa; they \lrere the transmitters
of past experience; the existential links of the past and

present, and above all, the custodian of wísdom of ihe ages,

for according to Placide Tempels:

True Knowledge¡ hurnan wisdom, then will equally
be metaphysicalr it will be intelligence ór f,orces;of their hierarchy, their cohesion ånd their inter-
action.

ontologically and jurisdically, the elders who hold
the ascendancy are the ones to know fully, in the
last resort. Their wisdom exceeds that of other
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IQêrr" Th.e young cannot know without the elders.23

And for the Africênr death is not seen as putting a stop to
the ontological hierarchy. The el-ders were the rulers of
their cLans while in pwa, but death is not an end, hence, 

,,,,,;1 ,.1,,they are considered tJontinue this leadership role in the

world beyond. However, this cannot be done directly, hence,

their role is to guide the current leaders. These surviving 
ji1.,,i,:1,'

elders, rely completely on the "spiritual-light" from their ,',:'r,:,,,:

"Living-dead"; they guide them and no action or important i,,ì,'.;.::,
. : :::.:_:..

decision is ever embarked upon without first and foremost

invoking the "living-dead" in prayers or sacrifices. 
l

3) The "Living-dead", are believed to "fertilize" the 1and 
;
:

and promote the growth of crops. Because of this, they must

receive sacrifices or offerings before the land is dug or
;crops harvested. No manr mây, therefore exploit the land

,or eat the first fruits of the land before the Ancestors i

just as the elders in Uwa partake of the first fruits. ' 
'

4) Simitarly in times of draught, the "l,iving-dead" are .',i,..,,I::: -'::.' : .::

called upon because they are believed to have rnore influence :.it:,,,'.¡,r,
r:r::'::: ;::::ì::

with the Great Muntg (God), than have any lesser mortals -
they may give a shower or a bumper harvest.

5) In times of war, the "Living-dead", are looked upon as 
:,_,:i.,:.;:,:

i:l',,:-,r..:i,.li::

the leaders of their clan. They carried out this function i-n li:'''i"'i'riii':'r'

23'Tempels, Ibid., p. 73
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their lifetime. why should they not continue from the world

beyond especially as "death is not the endr'? -t,hus, they are

invoked bef,ore battles. This is because they are believed

to have acquired special knowled.ge of the world-Beyond.

B) HOvü CONTINUITY OF rrLIFEl' IS INSURED IN THE "LIVING-DEAD"

To ensure that the "Living-dead" continue to perform

the foregoing functions, specifically (1); efforts are made

to keep them as liveIy as possible. This is done in two

principal ways.

a) Burial rites - ,Burial rites are directed towards the

following goals: i) To help put the dead "to rest";
ii) To enable them achieve ancestor-hcod;

iii) To avert the wrath of the ancestors;

iv) To consol-e and propriate them; and

v) To give or afm them with the appropriate

"passport" for a "return" to Vwa.

rn other words, death alone, is not a sufficient condition
of a good man becoming an AncesLor/Living-clead. He has to
be "sent off" this world with the appropriate Burial rites.
rt is the duty of the descendants to make sure that this is
done and done well too, if they expect. the Ancestors to re-
ciprocate by "¡eLurning" in new infants or indeed, carrying
out the other functions \^¡e enumerated. We shall see clearly
the advantages claimed to be associated with Burial rites
when we turn to the notion of the "dead", properly speaking.

r:::-:.r:l

i.. ii.. -..1 rr

I r:; . r::r:::: .......
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But Butrial rites alone, are not sufficient to keep

the "Living-dead,' alive in A]a-mug (Spirit_world). The Burial
rites merely ensure a safe journey to A1a nug. rn A1a-rnçrg,

there is need of a continued vital-force nourishment -
food from the living, sacrifÍces or offerirg, ribations and

prayers for these "Living-dead". Thus, the belief that the
chi '(spirit) of the Ancestor "lives" prompted the traditional

'.... r,.,..,..i, i ì.:,i.

Africans to sèt up dieties in honour of the dead. In Ancient ¡.,",'';..,'1i,'1:

Egypt the bodies of Èhe philosopher-kings were preserved as

mummies in tombs filled with all kinds of food and even articles
of clothing. The rgbos , for example, used. to set up what they
call the clan-ofo.24 The ofo-gmrJnna is kept at the obi
(i-e. large living-quarters of the eldest of the clan); there
is arso the "gng Nna", (a shrine) for the immediate dead fathers,
to name but a few. These shri-nes or dieÈies are set up t,o make

communication between the Living and the 'dead' easier. The

"Living-dead" are supposed to be very near indeed. And because

the "worf,drs'f.. of . the departed are considered to be rocated
nearby, in the vicinity of the Earth (Ala) ín which the An_

cestors hrere buried, highly-valued persons are buried within
their own houses. This is to ensure that prayers, libaÈions,
honourr ând sacrifices are offered to them regularly Èo keep

them alive in their worldr f,or this wiLl help to facilitate

)Ã
.9rg - a symbol of integrity and an embrem of just,ice

and upriÇñ-tness; as ,'a clan-gfõ" , it is worshippe.a. 
-



their "return". These "good-deads"r âre supposed to take
acti-ve interest in all that their surviving sons and daughters
do, and also expect their own fair share of the fortunes from
such children. This is so because according to Robin_Horton,
"the essence of what has happened to all the dead is that
their spirits have separated from their bodies .u25 so that
because, death is a mere "separation", the rgood-deâd,, who

are viewed hopefully as sources of new human beings in vwa
are worshipped. And they are believed to "return" periodically 

;-.,r.,,,,
in new-babies to their tightly rerated consanguineous group

"Jkwu-umunna", (having reference to father's agnates), and
gmgnne (having reference to the mother's agnates).

The "Living-dead" are "scor-d.ed." in prayers as if they
are still living. They are usually reprimanded for failing in
their duties to their children by closing their eyes to the
depredation of evil - spirits which cause deaths in family,
crop failures, and make trade unprofitable. For, whire the
living must help to keep the "Living-dead" alive in Ala-mçg,
the latter, are also to do certain things for the living
members of their family.

This explains, in no srnall wây, the desire of the
African to have children. For tg reave no heirs behind one

is the greatest evil that can befalr an African. This is

25Robirr-Horton, ilThe Kalabaii,t World*View¡ An Out,lineÏnterpretations',, Africa, Vol. XXXII, (No. 3, jufy, 1962) |p. 199.
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because those Ancestofs who have relatives in Vwa to
then constantly nourished via Ancestrar*vlorship have

"vital-force" prolonged. But the childless or those
relatives to offer regular sacrifices, prayers and so

soon experience final or ontologicar death. Tempels

the foregoing when he said:

To leave no Living heirs behind is the worstevil that can befall a man, and there is nocurse terrible to put^ çrn a man than to wishhim to die childless.lb

keep

their

wiÈhout

ofl r

confirms

I
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And this is a desire that emanates from the urge to live for-
ever - (not to undergo ontologìcaI or totar death). The

ontologically-dead-person, cannot perpetuate himself in any

descendant.

26T"rnp.L", rbi.d. , p. 109 
"
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3.3) TFIE ''DEAD'' IN AFRICATI PHTI¡QSQPHY; AND HOW THEY ARE
KEPT FER¡vIANENTLY !'DEADII

There is onl-y one Liberty....
to come to terms

with death
Af ter which , .., .. ,...11.,. .,

everything is possible.

Camus

In his thinking, the African distinguishes between the ;,-i¡r..,.;.,,ii.
: .. ..

"Living-dead" and the real "dead". The latter are those 
,:..::,.,¡;; ,,
i:-:: .-. i:: . :.,.: ì

according to camus, who have come to terms with "d.eath". They ;":':'r; 'r'.':':::

are ontologically "finished". rn other words, no one expects

anYthingrin terms of the functions, \^¡e assigned to the "Living- l

I

dead" in the preceding section, from them. i

l

Nor,,r, there are at least three categories of these 
l
i

types of "bad.-dead": 
i

:

The first, are those whose life courses have been condemned 
I

forcertainformsofevi1(ttre,,bu1ojí,,J7or,,nd'oki,,,according

to the Bantu). After death, these are usually cast int,o dis- r,,,.,,,,, ._.,.
::,'.j:.; - 1:.j::: :';.rtant 'fBad" Bush (ajg thia) and never given respectful Buria1 i, ...,..'.
,...,-' '.i,,:,,..,.,,,,.,.,.

ceremonies. tn.a;il;, who is familiar with African '.,::,:::.:'.:::.::

traditional systems appreciates the reasons for the sort of
treatment usually given to these category of the ,'dead,,, is

i',.,,::.t,.1.., ì'.;' :,borne out from the fact that he says i 
r,r,,,:;,ìr,-.,,,.;,,¡¡,

the not life, the force destructive of, life
cannot possess rÍ.ghts, 

"oIt is anti-Ontological.'"

27e,r1oii, is the perverter or destroyer.
28Tempels, rbid., p. 134.
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The second category of the "bad-deads" are those who die
without reaching ariulthood, could not. get married. Marriage
and arrival of children to the family (i.e. consumation of
marriage), is the onry singre qualification for adulthood.
Thus, those who die without reaching adulthood, are usually
declared ineligible for certain rights like burial rites; and

without this rite, "return', to Uwa after death, is considered
difficult, if not impossible. For Burial rites indicate the
ranks or social status of the individual in life. Hence,

says Mbiti,

an unamarried, is not given the final ceremony,which in many ways is the most important andmost meaningful in man's attempts to symbolizehis conquest over death. This wourd. måan thatthe unmarried is in effect conguered by death,he is not reca11ed, nor is he ceremoniõustvinvited back into the human famity.29
The third category are children who die before the adol-escent
age. These are known as the "repeaters or changelings". The

changeling, dies prematurery, in most cases, without any sign
of iIl-health. Most often the changeling never grows ord.
They are said to have a common bond to obey - a sort of
mystical identity of destiny specified for them as associates,
and oners associates can calr one to the land of the dead at
will in accordance withthe bond he has with them.

29¡o¡1ti JohnrS., African Reliqions and philosophy,
Hein,emann, London, (197m

i .: rrj,:,:1,,,
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BefOfe these soft of children decide to reincarnate,
they are said to had taken a vo$rr ârr oath on the world (Tyi-gwa)
with their associates. By this ¡yi-1¡ru (or Oaih) tfre Change_

ling agrees to remain for u ".r*J.,-ìJn.n of rime in the
world, to accomplish certain tasks in hís rife course, and

then to "return" to the other world (AIa mug) in fulfillment,
of the pact or vow it shares. such endless cycling of the

9gbanje or Abikui is aptly painted in this versimiritude by

J. P. Clark:

Coming and going these several seasons,
Do stay out on the baobab tree,
Follow where you please your kindred spiritsIf indoors is not enough for you
We know the knife scars
Serrating down your back and frontlike beak of the sword.-fish,
And both your ears, notchedi
As a bondman to this house
Are all relics of your first coming.3O

The "ggburj=", as depícted by.J. p. crark, is an unwanted

child that torments the parents by its regular circles, and

when he abruptly dies, is mutilated as suggested in the
stanzas. This is to ensure that it is identified whenever

it "returns", and in majority of cases, it is claimed to
"return" \"¡ith Èhose "marks" mad.e on it before itrs burnt or
thrown into 4jg-grria. consider the bluff of Abiku in I{ol:e

Soyinka: :.r, r-r:.
;:...r,j':1 ,:.

30Donatus Nwoga (ed. ),
ï,ongman Ltd., (London z L967)

1¡7est African Verse: An Antholoqv,'
,
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In vain ygu bangles cast
Charmed circles at my feetf am Abiku, Calling for the first
And repeated time.
So when the snail is burnt in the shell
When the heated fragment, brand meDeeply on the breast. yqg must know him,
When Abiku cal-ls again.3l

From the foregoing, arl rife seems a state of flux, never
continuing in one stay, a perpetual dying to be born again.
À hart, if ever, is made to the Abiku's dangerous cycling , íf
and only if, it feels tired of its evi-l roundsr or when it
takes pity on the woman whcm it had again and again tormented.
Another way of stabirizíng Abiku is by unearthing its {yi--uwa.

v'lhen a changeling is born with the ,,knife-cuÈs,'i*-" o.,
it before its buriar in the former round, parents are not
happy. The keen interest characteristic of the birth of one
supposed to resemble a "riving-dead", to identify the..,,living_
dead", who has "retuïned.", is absent. .Most inquiries with
respect to the birth of one suspected to be a changeling, is
how to stabilize himr/her.

The notion of the ,'dead" seem to have served to explain
many issues which could not be explained otherwise, in
tradit,ional Africa. we sha1l attack this conception in the
next chapter.

31r¡ia., p" 62.
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PART THREE

The cultural functions of philosophy are essentiallycritical. confronted by a culturã1-or culturallysignificant social conflict between men's Beriefè,
the philosophical mind, dhat is the mind in which
such conflicts generate philosophical response isdriven to examine the fundamental beliefs thatunderline the clusters of beliefs that have come toco1Iide.

John Herman Randall, Jt.

!..:
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CHAPTER FOUR

A PHITOSOPHÏCAL ANALYSÏS OF THE PROBLEM

iNTRODUCTORY

The time has come after these preliminary considera-
''-, r,-,',, ¡,, r.1t ,,.,'.

tions in the preceding page9, to direct our attention to an j¡.,1.,r..ir,r.1,¡.
:.. : : . _ : 

.

analysis of the problem, to ask some set of questions and 
i,;r,,,.,.:,..,.1.,
i: :: .l:'-: ' -i

perhapsformu1atearationa1eforthedoctrineofthe''Living-

dead,'inAfricanPhi1osophy.WhatthenistheProb1em?our
ì

train of thought thus far, has led us to the assumptions of i

African phitosophy:

1. that the human personatity is multiple -apparently duatistic
i(i.e. consisting of material and spiritual aspects); 
,

i2. that (1), justifies the belief th4t., ât least a part i ,,, '

of this multiple personality (tfre life-force and,/or the I 
'l

Chi (personal God) of the Ancestor; can reside in Ala mrJo [rriì.r:i':j,..i1:
i'.:'':' r¡:'--¡.r-¡::

,(spirit world) after the death of the material aspects of j,,.:..,"..,,:,:.
l - 

: 

_ 

: 

, : , 
:. 

: , 
: 

_ , 
: 

_ 

: 

. : 
, 

:_ 

- 
, 

: 
, 

¡ 
_ 
:, :, :

the Person, and be able to "return" to Uwq (wor]d) at : : :

Vlil1; and

3. that because the "bad-deads" lack certain aspects of the
Ë:¡,¡,..=iriiìri,i'ì.

Human Personality possessed by the Ancestors or "good-deads"r i.;,'..,,: .;;..,¡1,;

the former cannot behave às the latter

Thesearethebasicc1aims,andco11ective1y,theyraise
,'a Philosophical problem of justification of Èhe African concep-
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tion of Lif,e and death. Thus,

a Philosophical one aimed at êi

(3). And f,or thisr wê shalI be

Lewis Nettleshipts sense of the

Nettleship,

32Ri.hurd

our problem in this chapter is
critical analysis of (I) through

'ta philosopher" in Richard

term. According to R. L.

A Philosopher is a man with a greater power of
thinking than other people. One who has thought
more than others on subjects of co'ttrnon interest.
All Philosophy must be critical; And in thinkingfacts out to their consequences, the phirosopher
necessarily arrives at conclusions different from
and often cqlrtradictory to the ideas current
around him.32

r think ihat Nettleship is correct. For, what r think makes

a Philosopher is this critical and enquiring spirit which he

advocates. It is this balanced conviction which never takes
things for granted, on trust, but requires that everything
shall prove itself to reason, that motives us in this chapter.
This is what we choose to call "a philosophical Anarysis of
the þroblem." Anarysis, because the chapter is not going to
be content with making statement of facts without quesLioning

further. No. The analysis that this chapter addresses itself
to, is essentially a criticism, a questioning of the rather
uncritical exposition carried out in the earlier parts of
this thesis. And perhaps at the end of it a1r, it would be

possible to come up with an answer to the question: can men

f: : : - l.
r: . .:.:.. ì

Lewis Nettleship, f,ectures''on thê Republic of
& co. Ltd. f (¡¡ewP-Iato, Macmill_an



"return" to YF.a,in part otr whole ¿fter death? Or would it be

true to hold that the doctrine of the I'Living-deadrt, is,
perhaps that uPon which reflection is futile, since the question

The purpose of the chapter is two-fold:
a) to investigate more critically some of the claims made with
respect to the African Human personality; the notion of

' r'Vital Force" i

b) to examine more critically some of the doctrines which "Force"
is used to formulate. These doctrines include:

(i) the doctrine of the "Living-dead:
(ii) the "return-theory" of the "Living-dead"

(iii) the doctrine of the "dead" in African philosophy.

Doctrines (i) and (ii) will be treated together under

the heading - The doctrine of the "Living-dead." in pan-African-

Philosophy.

The chapter will not concern itself with mere linguistic
analysis (i.e. analysis concerned primarily with words and

their uses). Analysisr âs here used, is a concept analysis

concerned with ideas which words represent.

: .:: ,. i',

Ét6
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4.T) THE AFRI.CAN NOTION OE H{JMAN PERSONALITY * CONCEPT OF

VITAI, FORC;.

The African, like St. John of the Gospeln strongly
believes and advocates that 3 :,.;,,.,:,1

' '.'_ : :'rrlt is tìre spirit that gives life,
the flesh has nothing to offer,'.33

Though for st. John, "word,s are identical with spirit: :;:.1:.,;.::,;,

"the words ï have spoken to you are spirit and they are life.u34 
:'i':'=t'::":'

l:':l;::':":Hencer I¡trê may ask: how do we characteríze the "Spirit" which the ;..., ,.,t

African claims gives life? Let us even ignore questions about

how the terms associated with.the whole concept of "Human I

Persona1ity,''name1y:Ah\r(Body),Shadow,Nkp}rrukobi(heart-

ball); the person's NdrJ (life or breath) ; his Chi (the personal

God) etc., are precisely to be understood. Let us ignore

further the question whether the characteristics are to be

possessed and possessed uniquely by man; and rather ask:

1. what is material aspect of man? what is the spiritual
aspect of man and what is Vital Force?

2. Granting that thére are two aspects of man - "material,,
and "spirituâl", what courd be the relationship between

them?

l:: _.¡

33see St. Joseph's Gospel l: 1*4.

€,

34"o.. cit.
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3. How could we expJ.ain the role of the personal-God or the

Chi, which is claimed to be the dire"¡e¡-general of The

I'return-theory*' of the Ancestors? And if we grant the

role of the Ch!, what pasto if anyr does the Greàt Muntu

(God) play in the whole episode of the "return" of the

Ancestors to gwa?

These, are some of the questions which we wish to
address ourserves to, in the section. As we pointed out in
the introductory remarksr wê are no longer concerned with
mere names, but with description of what actually happens,

v;hich will penetrate the heart of the matter, Let us then

start with the question:

t) What is the "material- aspect of man? Our discussions

of Human Personality in chapter -'wo apparently drew a..dis-

tinction between the "material" aspect of man and hj.s

"spiritual" aspect. Hence, it seems appropriate to seek a

classification of these notions now.

Asked, what things are "material" in the world, the

African, in particular, will intuitively point to the rocks,

trees, chairs, tables, water, animal bodies to name but a

few. And about us, he can also say that comprehensively,

the substances, processes, eventsn relations, characteristics
and so on, that are overt and can be perceived, may be

designated "materialrr, Thus o the answer to our first
question seems then obvj-ous: the objects, events etc., that
are perceptually public are physical or + (Body). So that

: ,: .'.. ,l.r
'.:r':
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as far as the traditional African is concepned. this cannot
be otherwise. stilr it is clear that he thinks this way

not because technical resear"r, íaa detected in aIl those
things designated, some recondite peculiarity that go to
constitute their materiality; but simply because some name

was needed and the name Ahu, r^/as adopted. physicists had

earrier bel-ieved that rocks, trees, and other substances
about us are ultimately composed of atoms which are in-
divisible. That is, not themselves composed of more minute
parts.

But modern physics ',over-turned." not only the
traditional ,African man's notion of ',material,,, but has now

shown that the earlier conception of Atom was incomplete and

that there are sub-atomic "particles": electrons, protons,
neutrons, positrons, mesons etc; that these "particIes,,
maintain distances from each other which are vastr r€rative
to their own size.

The significance of this to us, is that a "material"
object like a table or a chair, is shown to consist mostly
of space empty of anything more substantial than electric
charges or electromagnetic fields. And if the state .of affairs

's correct, then we can argue against the traditional African .,,.:.:..,.

r notion of "material', by claiming that modern science has

"dematerialized" your t'simpre-minded,r notion of ',materia1r,.
But the traditionar African man may still hord to his

quns i.e. refuse to accept our new thesis. He can insist,
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and indeed challenge any physicist to kick a table, a rock

with a barefoot and come without getting bruised. And if
this is trueo then physics has not .dematerialized" matter.

Again, the African'seems quite correct, Dr. Samuel

Johnson adopted the same method in his effort to disprove

Bishop Berkeley's extreme idealism of Esse es.t percipi (i.e.
to be is to be perceived) . rn other words, the claim that
there can be no reality apart from experience chairs,
tables, trees etc. have no other exístence than as experience;
they are not knowable. But our repry is that whatever may

be the recondite sub-atomic constitution of chair, table and

other "solid" objects, they rearly do have the capacity to
resist penetration by other such objects. vte are not
claimihg that these objects have no existence apart from

experience as Berkeley did. physics has not ,,d,ematerialized,'

matter in the sense of having shown that wood or tab1e, chairs,
water, other living bodies of familiar subst,ances d.o not have

the properties we perceive them to have. tr'rhat physics has

actually shown is that their familiar properties are very

different from, indeecl from those of their sub-atomic consti-
tuents. rn other words, the distinction we are drawing, is
a distinction with respect to the nature of the ultimate
constituents of all materiar things and the laws governing

the relations of these constituents are to the other. This

is the issue or the question which is of interest to Modern

Physics. rt must be added that though this revelation of

l:.: :..:..

l : r'..::i-

...:. : :.::1r

i,¡,rr2ìr:'¡:
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¡tlodern Physics is Very appealing, the answer is yet very
incomplete. Neverthelesso .it serves our purpose. rt goes

a long way to show that although the traditional African
manrs notion of "material" is t'sophisticated" it does not

take account of modern Physics.

However, 1et us go further to ask: What is the

"spiritual" aspect of man?

The traditional African believes thä.t man is not just
an immensely complicated arrangement of molecules; Manrs

"manness" is that plus something e1se. !.ihat else? He says

that it is the "spiritual" aspect. This aspect of man is
invisible, \^/e cannot observe it. rt consists of : the per-
son's ry (Life-force) and his Chi (the personal God). But

Íf this i.s the case, how then is the spiritual aspect rerated
to the material aspect of man? rf this relationship cannot

be explained then, the llsimple-minded" answer that Man consists
of "material" .rrd i'spiritual" aspects becomes of no use.

But the African is quick to point out that his concepts

must not be "simple-mindedly" understood, since we call his

talk about them, "simple-minded". Thus, he points out. that
we have misinterpreted his distinctions between the "maLerial

aspect" and the "spiritualr' aspect. The point to notice,
he says, is that he does not realiy hold a very sharp dis-
tinction between what is "materialr' and what is "spirituâl,',
which our foregoing analysis seems to point to. His, is a

Philosophy of "Forces". And strictly speaking, the Muntu

(humam being properly so-called), is not Physical. Muntu,
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i',t t,t

is a mere SymbOlic reference tç the bOdy as "se1f ". Bodies 
"'::

are "Forces"- spiritual aspect is also r(Forcerr. so that,
for him, "Forcet' and not extension is the essential attribute
of Bodies (matter).

This seems to make all t.he difference. He is not ,,,,,,,,,:,,

purely cartesian, in the sense of holdin.g a strict mind-

Body dualism. He sees the world as a dynamism of Forces. My 
,, , ,Philosophy, he concludes, is "d.ynamic". "Dynamic,' because the i,.;,..1'...

actua1usedependsonhumandecisions.Theinteractionof
- 

: .: .'.: -1..: 
.'-:::.:

"Forces" in my "d.ynamic" Philosophy, shows that no ,,force,, is an =,',',"'-,r,',':

''is1and''toitse1f.The,'ForceS''coa1esceonewiththeother.
Thisbeingthesituat'ion,wemustinvestigatethe

meaning anð,/or function of the concept of ,,fcrce,, in pan- ',

African-Philosophy. Hbncer srê ask "lVhat is ,,force,,?

Perhaps the best approach to this question, is to turn l
I

to Philosophy for some guide

4.2) PHILOSOPHY AND THE CONCEPT OF ''FORCEI'

Philosophy has not always remained content with the
limited task of criticisms. sometimes, phj-losophy has en-

deavoured to reach positive eonclusions. we shall, therefore,
attempt to seek out such "positive conclusions" with respect

to the function and/or meaning of the term ,'force" or "vital-
force".

Because of Limited spacer w€ must rÌmit our horizon.
lte cannot give an adequate outline of the development of philo-
sophicar thought on this very sÌgnificant concept of "Being as

i:ij:tit:;:- t:.Force." We shall be content hrith only a few relevant philo- i;i,,:,r,..r.,ri-
t.
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sophical treatment of the concept.. The result of our survey

may be a grood indicatqr of how' far speculatiìve reason can

assist us in our quest. should we fail to get,a conclusive
help from Philosophy, our onlyal.ternative, rvould be to turn
to Science for an answer.

Now, if you go through the History of philosophical

speculation beginning from the earliest times to the present 
,;,;...,.,,.,::.:..

. ì 

-:.:..'.--.:.: -'.,.. a.:.:day, you will notice an almost instinctivery belief by ::,:.:.:.:.,....,.::

Philosophers in what the African calls, "Vital Force", or the i,;:,:,,;;,,;.;,

Belief that everything is ,'årive,,. Examining the world from 
)::':-'.:::1':':'::

their different points of view, the early phirosophers The
lEgyptians, Persians, Hindus, Chinese, Hebrews, all- came to 

;
I

the same conclusion that everything is alive or has force. i
'I

This notion of "Force,, \¡¡ent under different names but i

l,'the underlying emphasis is the same. For exampl.e:
:a) The Eqyiptiansr ês typical Africans, viewed the Heavenly 
l
l

Bodies the starsr ês "conscious bodies" flaming with soursi .

b) The Persians describe the "Forces" of nature as the ',,,,,....,,'
a::.1:. :at: i: :. 

:: .':::

living collaborates with God in the progressive evolution 'i',:;¡,:,,.':.,',,;,;,:;,¡,;;,:

of the universe , 
"t''tt. 

tt;';t"tt;""t¡

c) The Hindu, on the other hand, prefer to talk of the

"soul". Accordingly, this doctrine turns on to the doctrine ,: :::,::i:::
i:::: ::l:i: ':

of the identity between individuaL soul and the'rVtor1d-Sou1". r:'::)':'::''::::';

gasically¡ this view is consistent with the African notion
of int.eraction of one force with the .other.

d) The Chinese,conception of the ,'ceaseless current of
1..,,:r. :,'"ri'i lr,l',:.',:

;-:.:i::-:-:::i.-::
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li.ving--enefgy f ron whore to the part and fron part to whoIe, "

agrees perfectly with the African notion of force and the

African concept of interaction of f'orces

e) The Hebrew picture of one God as the creator of life
and líght out of chaos and darkness, seems to me, to point
to the same direction. spirit becomes for the Hebrew tiie
fundamental reality.

So you see, all these iàncient people agree that life
courd be viewed as a single ocean divided into nrany waves;

a s.imple rhythm composed of many beats and a singte existence

observed through many minds

When, however, we move to the Greeks to plato and

Aristotle, specificallyr wê notice that the und.errying theme

remains unchanged.

Plato wrote about thirty dramatic dialogues in which

he expounded his Philosophy. Most of these dialogues are a
subli-me revelation of truth.we are in searchof,. rn phaedo 

l

fore.g.;P1atoho1dsthatthe,,Sou1,,isindispensab1eto

'1-:'.'-:.,:

life according to the very idea of it. rt must be admitted

that Plato was not clear about what he thought about the

Soul - whether it is a required part of t.he body or the

spiritual aspect of man or whether he would accept that the sor:l
l',1,,life force animates both the bodily and the spiritual aspects i:r'..:::'irijl

of man. Assuming then that Platots view of the ,'soul" is
interchangeabl-e with the Africanrs notion of fforce", then r

the statement that the sour is indispensable to life, agrees



perfectly with the Africanrs View that ,'force" is the

"giver" of life; that force is indispensable to life; Force

is life.

And as we may recallo the worl-d of plato is the world :,,,,,,,
of,'i'iving-ideas,.35-anordereddesi9nofgoodnessand
justice and beauty which we instinctively try to incorporate

into our daily lives. The tendency here, is clear - there

is an internar tendency or prompting toward the externar i¡'.t'1":-.

standard - rdeas.. This is an expression of faith in an 
-,,.,i.,.,
l:.: .:-:

upward growthof being-for the "better". Existence for plato,

could be seen as the pursuit of the rdeal an up$rard move-
Iment of the soul toward the sublime. The African elder, who 
j

lives in the world of Forces (or plato's world of living 
I

l"rdeas'l) instinctively tries to increase his "rife-forces" by 
f

his ordered good life; pursuit of justice and other virtues. l

The aim Being to attain the "sublime", life-everlasting or i

long existence in the next worId.

In Phaedrus, Plato takes a view which is not the same .-,,-:'--, 
.

i.; 
i''-:.'t 

''';.:

as those of other Greeks of his day. plato talks of "a11 -',.,,,.',.,,

Souls Being the vital principle" of the Universe (psyche pasa """''-"'''

athanato".36 f,nterpreted in the language of the African
(i.e. the vital-principle or force-language), plato at once

35S.. Paedo , 245c.

36r.. Phaedrus l-05 | in which the Story of Ideas seems
uppermost in Plators mind.

73
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agrees with his conception of ,fotrce as. the. vital principle
of the universe, af, being in general. w'e can go on pointing
out Plators identification wiLh the .African view, but space

doesntt permit us.

After Plator w€ encounter Aristotle.
The world of Aristotle in spite of his apparent departure
from Plato, is the same Platonic lrlortd under different name.

Aristotl-e, regarded the platonic essence of external life
"rdea".;, as a form perceived by the human mind. All objects
in the world, according to Aristotre, ,'are composed o.f form

and matter; the princíple of Entelechy,3T gives form to
matter, thus actualizing (rearizing) matter. The world is
arranged according to the relative standing each object
occupies in the universe, objects, of superior form (spirit.
or Mind) standing relatively higher in the sca1e.,,38

The above notion ís verlt similar to the African category
of forces.

In his Aristotle, W. D. Ross, distinguishes what Aristotle
calls lfthree =*rr= "r rrfe principles.,'39 They include:
a) The principle of vegetable life or physical life source

of digestion and assimilation

37nrrt"l*"hy is a self-realization process of essence asit transpires from rnere potential to actüal reality.
38*i11iam s. sahakian etl al. n rdeas of Grêat philosphers,

Barnes & Nobles, rnc., uew vóìñîÇ-(19 '

39s." W. D. Ross, Aristotle, Chapter V.
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b) The principle of animal li.fe or emotional life - which in

addition to (a) 
" possesses sensation and irnage production; and

c) The rational or human life - which possesses both (a) and

(b) and in addition, a divine principle. He christianed. it
'tNous" or ttPure reason". "Nous" for Aristotle is deathless.

As already indicated, Àristotle substituted the word

"Form" for Platots "Id.ea". And while platots ',Idea,, was an

external pattern for men to copy, Aristotlers "Form', v¡as an

internal stimulus for men to follow. It cou1d, therefore,
be said that in the Philosophy of Aristotle, the "Form",

becomes interchangeable with the African vitar force. Thus

understood, the "Form" or "Force" is the instinctive aim of

growth of which the living elders are the material, the child
in embryo is the material, all Beings are the material" For, 

i

leverything is seen by.Aristotle to have some compelling instinct. 
i

I

This is exactly how the African sees Beings. Force is seen by 
i

the African as something analogous to our sensations and to '

our tendencies to action.

For Aristotle, the immortal aspect of man is 'rPure

reason". But for the African the powers thaÈ are included in
the "spiritual" aspect, which are said to be deathless seem not

to be clearly pinned down. They may include what, Aristotle
calls "Reasoning power" or they may involve some additional
por{ers.

Aristotle's philosophy l-ike that of the African does

not overlook the existence of God. Aristot.le regards God and

:
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the active intel-lect (Nous. Poietikos), as immaterial and

yet individual in form. The Aristotlelian God is the mover

of the worldts actions or transformations that is forms.

For the African God is the highest force and indeed the prime

mover of other forces in the world.

The tendency in Plato through Aristotle which seems

relevant to us, is what we have touched on the fact that
both Philosophers seem to .accept that life is sublime down

flowing from heaven to earth; and that there is an eternal
upreaching f rom .uarth back to heaven. There is a living,
drivi4g purpose ("Ideas" according to Plato) r or "Form

Entelechyr" according to Aristotle) or "Force!' (according

to the African) tfrat shapes, guides and mou.lds our destiny.

Before we turn to Leibniz, whose philosophy seems

closer to the African conception of ,forces, there are two

issues we would have liked to give some adequate attention.
But for limited space and time, rve can only mention them.

They are:

1) The contemporary idea or doctrine which relate to the

notion of vital force - this is the doctrine of Vitalism.
According to PauI Edwards, "Vitalism is primarily a meta-

physical doctrine concerning the nature of living organisms,

although it has been generalized by Bergson, for example,

into a comprehensÍve metaphysics applicable to all phenomerr". "40

40pu,r1 Edwards, the Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vo1, 8,
pp. 253-4.

i'.'t,::.:_:::,L't..'
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Thus understoodn ',the vÍtaI entity that animates an organj.sm
becomes identical with its life," rf we forlow ùp the quota_
tion a little, with respect to the reference it makes to
Bergsonr src will notice that Bergson actually "generalized
the concept of vitalism into a comprehensive metaphysics
apþlicabtr-e to all phenomena.', But since space would hot
permit detailed investigation.of Bergsonrs notion and

treatment of vitalismr wê would be content with this simple
statement: The Evolutionary French phi-losopher, Bergson Henri
(1859-19 4L) , simply takes up the thread from the oriental
phirosophers, traces it all the way t.hrough pl_ato and Aristotle,
st. Augustine and spinoza, Rousseau and Kant and schopenhauer
up to his own day, and declares that three things: matter and

mind and spirit - are rea1ly one. For, as reported by

wildson carr, in his translator.r.s preface to Henri Bergson,s

9rna-nns_8g., "Mind. is not a vis vitae convertible into a vis
inertiae. Equalry impossibre is it to conceive an urtimate
dualism, - mind and matter as the co-existence of two in-
dependent realms of reality. Mind .rrd *"ttut are divergent
tendencies; they point to an original and necessary dichotomy;
they are opposite in dirdction; But they are mutually com-

plementary and imply t.he unity of an original impulse.u[r

41s"" Henri lergsolrs ltind-rnergf (trans.) by wildsonCarr, Macmillan & co. Ltd. r nøõ1 .-



2) rn nodern Physics., the development of electro-magnetic

theory of matter has introduced the new concept of radiant
energy. Thus, a mention need be made of Einsteinrs theory
of Mass-energy. According to this theory, Mass is convertible
to energy according to the following formula: E = r4c2.

Thi.s theory seems very much parallel to ihe African notion
that it is Force or Energy, which is essential attribute

lt':t,t:"::'; ''of matter. vühat is extended is convertible to Force, energy ,.,,;..,,,,,'

Having pointed out these issues r r¡rê shall_ now turn to
the German philosopher, Leibniz. The philosophy of Leibniz,;,
like the Pan-African. Philosophy of "Forces", is pruralistic
and individuaristic. And because of this apparent closeness,

together with sameness of most terms adopted by both systems,

we will examine in greater detail Leibniz, s þhilosophy of
iforces or lr4onaddr.: than we had hitherto done.

Extensions for Leibniz, is not the ultimate concept.

"Leihniz, carled the Basic element in his unified world view,
a'"Monadr" which may be defined as a center of psychic

activity.'42 rn other words, Leibniz craims that, the funda-

mentar reality is spiritual individuals or Monads. Notice

that Leit¡niz I s conception of monads or .forces, particularly
his pluralism of ûIonads, may be profitably compared with the

^)'-W. f . Jonesf Hobbês To Hunê: A History of l^Iestern
Philosophy r' 2nd. ed.; Ha

80

i :.: ' ::'
t.

New York, Chicago (I9SZ), p. 224.



African notion of lruman personalÍty; and h.is characterization
of Monad equally viewe.d almost side by side with the African
characterization of Forces. what are Leibniz, s characte ríza-
tion of Monads?

First, "Monads are not identical with one another .u43
The non-identity doctrine of Monads is based on the qualitative
differences in the state of consciousness of the Monads. rn
African Philosophy, however, one can hold that no two forces
can occupy the same scale or level of consciousness, otherwise i: : .::i

it. rl:' r.,i.,exactly alike. rn other words, the African accepts that there
is a difference in rank, hierarchy between Beings. But this
'view is quite unlike the non-ident.ity doctrine of Leibniz
which seems to assign consciousness to al1 beings - Ir{onads.

For the doctrine of non-identity says that no two individuals
can be exactly alike in consciousness otherwise it j-s j-mpossible

to differentiate them. The African does not consider ar1
f'orces e.g. stone, conscious. This, then is a dissimilarity
between Leibniz's characterization of Monads/Forces and the
African's characterization. The African does not equate force
with consciousness. consciousness is one kind of force, but
f orce is not liûrited to it.
secondr "Monad.sr " as chara"t"ti"aa by .ïones, ,, (a) have no parts;
'(b) cannot begin or end naturally; and (c) consequentry last

i' ) t: .r

61
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L"'"Rand, Leibniz - Monadology, p. g.
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as long a$ the Uniyerse, which witl be changed but will not
be destroyed. "44

Again, African conceptLon of Forces, differs with
Leibniz's (c) ; "Forcesr', in African thought, are said to
live as long as the "Living-deadrS"life-force, is constantly
strengthened by the activities of the surviving descendants

ir gg. Hence, it seems that if (c) i_s designed to imply the
immortality of "forces", in the "Living-dead.", then there is
a difference.

on the other hand, if the "deathless notion" is applied
to the "spiritual" aspect of man whatever may be the consti-
tuents of this "spiritual" aspect, then Leibniz's charac-

terization becomes parallel to the African conception.

Characteristics (a) and (b) seem quite in accord with the

African view of Forces.

Third, r'Mind", says Leibniz, "is not absolutely the same in
stone, plant and Man.... Mind consists of perceptions and

tendencies. perceptions differ in cr_earness and distinctness
-in different Monads j indeed, the mind itself revears
perceptions of different degrees of clarity.,,45 This is a
vefy distinct contribution of Leibniz. rt has an added

44*h.'letters (ai (b) (c) are mine; W. T. Jones, rbid,,

83

p'.,225.

45rrritty & wood, ïÞid., p. 3gB.
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advantage (as Thilly & wood, correctly point out) of making

LeibnÍz's thesis more acceptable than Descarte's dualistic
thesis. This is because, Leibniz has: overcome the cartesian
dualism by establishing a continuity between physical and

þsychological realms. Body and extension are not identical
terms, neither are mind and consciousness co-extensive.u46
The African thesis rike Leibniz's eguarly avoids cartesian
dualism.

Fourthr w€ are also further informed by w. T. Jones, that,
"the Monads have no windows through which anything can enter
or depart. The accidents cannot detach themselves nor go

about outside of substances, as did formerly the sensibre
species of the schoolmen. Thus, neither substances nor
accidents can enter a Monad from outside.,,47 But the question
which seems reasonabre at this point, is, if r,onads have no

windows, and hence cannot be influenced or acted upon from
v'iithout, how does ,the inind (the dominant. rylonad) relate to
the body (the less dominant Monad) in Leibniz!s system?

Does the dominant incnad infruence the lower monads constitu-
ting its body? we might assume interaction between them.

But Leibniz deni-es this.
But this is just a serious point of departure between

the African conception of forces and Leibniz, s notion of the

46*. T. Jones, Loc. cit.
47r¡ia.
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same concept. t'le think that Leihniz, is inadequate here.
The doctrÍne of forces er rqonadsr must provi-de for a

plauslble relationship between the Forces, No Being is
an ïsland to itself . For th,e Afrícan¿ psychic activity is
a centre of infruence which can interact one with the other.
And we also think that this denial makes Leibniz's conception
of relation between soul and Body a difficult concept. The

dominant Monad, while it was in a condition of harmony with
the group of lower Monads, could neither directly infl_uence,
nor be influenced by them - "Monads have no windows through
which anything can enter or depart.,, But if the notion of
the Mind/sour as the dominant Monad is to be fruitful and

acceptabre, it must mean that the soul organizes and informs
the group of elements which is subordinate to it. perhaps,

however, the extreme individualistic strain in Leibniz's
Philosophy is responsible for this attitude-

A philosophy which fails to recognize the notion of
interaction of one being with the other, the African would

sây, lacks an essential i-ngredient which would help it ex-
plain the nature of causarity. t"lany philosophers disagree
with Leibniz on this one very important omission in his
philosophy. Thus, VI. T. Jones declares:

If a Monad is a distinct substance, it cannot(as Leibniz pointed out) be in causal inter-action with other Monads. In fact, for
Spinozars complete and closed attributes,
Leibniz simply substituted the complete and
self-contadlned lives of the varioui individual
Monads. And, like Spinoza, he explained awaycausality by presupposing a kind õf parallelism
among Monads instead of between attributes.48

l

I

i::,::i:

4B
Ibid. , p. 228 .
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rf Leibniz rnust expJ-ain the relationship hetween sour and Body,
he cannot avold an appeal to spinoza. For in his system,
in creating minds and bodies n God had arranged it from the
Beginning, that the two shall go together; the relation be-
tween the two is a harmony.pru*.=tablished by God, so that
causar interacti-on is out of the question. And since the
body itseLf, a materiar expression of the sour, consists
of an inf inity of lvlonads or psychic forces, every one of

l- -:: '. :which is organic, it acts according to some pre-ordained Laws i,ii,;.;,.r,:
i .: r:.

of its nature. "souls act according to the Laws of final
causes by means of desire, ends and means. Bodies act
according to the Laws of efficient causes or motions. And

the two realms are in harmony with one another.,'49 rn other
words, Leibniz, thinks that the organic body and its minutest
parts are performed by God; they are "divine automata,, or
"divine machine,, .50

This inconsistency does not affect the African conceptj-on
of Being. The African system is not-a "closed' system or
"static" system. rt is dynamic in the sense we indicated.
earlier. The Muntu, properly so-car-led is not physical.
The Body is a mere symbolic reference of the man. And as a

philosophy of "f,'orces", force not extension, is the actuar-

49Morrudology, rbid., see. 7g.

5o"f gp. cit. , sec. 64.



basis.r/attribute. of r''þodieq'!, And since the forces interact

one with the other, th.e quesjtion of relationship of Mind ahd

Body does not arise for the African.

Like the African, Leibniz, recognizes God as "the 
i,:::,:,

highest and perfect Monad" pure activity (actus purus), the "'r:l

original Monad" the Monad of Monad=."51 But as we have seen,

Leihniz, is anxious to emphasize and maintain the distinctive 
i

character and value of the human Soul, contrasting it with the it,l,-

86

lower forms of psychical life. Hence, he is led to maintain

a doctrine of personal survival in which he characte rizes the

assembly of immortal spirits as the "City of God.,,52

Now, Leibniz believes in the existence of Monads and

the African believes in the existence of forces. But neither

Leibniz nor the African ever succeeded in proving the existence

of these Monads or Forces. Both of them seem to take this
issue for granted.. Perhaps, this lack of absolute demonstra-

bility or proof, is one of the factors that makes both philo-

phies appealing to some.

If our interpretation of Leibniz has been correct,

51"o". cit.

it need only be emphasized that due to the extreme individualism

of his Philosophy, Leibniz, unlike the African, had no choice

but to adopt the "pre-established-harmony of Spinoza.

52Mo.r.d, 'rbid. , p. 85.
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According to W. f. Jones,

rt would seem then that Leibniz really ended,
1+\e Spinozar r¡ith one substance, the onlydifference being that whereas Spinoza's
"One", ''/as 

a self-transcendlng iufrote, Leibniz
was a whole consuming self.53-

Jones, however, quickly changed his mind and decided to grant
Leibnizts Spinozism. For, continuing, he sai-d, ',Whether \^re

have a world that has swallowed self or sel-f that has'swalrowed
the whole woil.d seems alr.nost a matter of indifferenôe. fn
both cases/ v/e are a long way from the kind of real worrd
that the phisicists supposecl themselves to be investigating .u54

5t*. T. Jones, ïbid., p. 236.

54"o". cit.
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4. 3 ) SPECIFICATI.ON OF THE CONCEPT OF FORCE TN PA¡S-AFRICAN-

PTTUCS.OPHY.

Philosophy, it nay seem,, has not provided us with a

decisive answer \âre are in search of with respect to the concept ,ì,,.r..:r,

of "Force", but thls is jusÈ the characteristic of philosophy.
However, the different indivídual phirosophers we surveyed
in the preceding section, confirm one important point - the :,;,' '::,':

i:-ì::':1:: l;::l;
world is a unity of matter, energy or f.iorce, and spirit - call ,

it Mass, motion or Life. There are no separate entities but i:ü':ll
one essence which iÉ viewed from different angres. This
seems a good starting point fo:: us to ask the intended use

or function of "Force" in pan-African-philosophy. can we i

throw some light upon the epistemic status of the term 
I

ttForce? rr 
i

Irn the first place, ,"Force", must be understood as a 
r,Primitive or an undefined term in African phirosophy. secondly, 
l

.with respect to the epistemic status of the term -,,Force,,, 
i;,r.,...,;:it seems two possibilities are open to us: hre can try to make 
i*'.,t,,,'i

very explicit the basic doctrines which "Force,' is used to ,...,',.','.'...'

formulate; on the other handr wê can attempt to paraphrase

this primitive term into a dífferent terminology
Let us consider these two possibitities beginning with li;r::i:a11¡

l.::ilii i:iÌ+:':i:..¡

the latter

CommonuSa9e,suggeststhefo1towingc1assificationof
Force in African philosophy:

¡:Ì.: :.,.!.:ì-:: .:-!..i
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1. Force is. the Principle, underlyin Unity in Beings:

According to African philosophy, it is
medium of Force that Unity is achie\redn first,
Being, and anong Beings.

through

within

Lhe

every

Now, in the human person, for instance, unity between

the "Philosophical trinity," consisting of the physical

aspect' the spiritual aspect and the person's force, is said
to be impossibre without "Force". rt is "Force", which

ensures mutual relationships between these three aspects of
man. Thus, "Force" becomes a symbol of unity.

On the other hand, through the medium of "Force",
Fellowship with other Beings is made possible. Force,

therefore, may be regarded.as a "window'r through which

Beings pass to and from other Beings. so that because other
Beings , are Forces, (a symbol of unity) , they can achieve

fellowship with even the greatest Muntu (cod).

Thus, conceived, Vital principle or Vital force
becomes a "Force" distinct from the psycho-chemical forces

and because it. is a "force" superior to mechanical energy,

it is completely "Sr:i generies", â¡d produces organization.

2. "Force", is the Non-material agency in'man:

rn this sense, Force shares the same characteristics
with the "spiritual" aspect of man (properly so-calIed). It
cannot be felt or seen. rt is thus, apparently immuned from

observational testing.
i:ai.ta:...,'-'
P-tji:.Ìl-i. ì lir r . ::r ).'l
I : :,:_: ::ì:rt.::.-: -11.-
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3. "Force" is a Teleologica1 Concept:

The Oxford dictionary defines Teteology as the doctrine
or study of ends or final cuases. This definition contains
a technicar term "final cause" not much used nowadays. A

more familiar word would be ',purposes".

Questions about Teleology, are broadly . to do

with whether a thing has a purpose or is acting for the sake

of purpose, and. if so, what that purpose Ís.
fn African Phil_osophical thinking, everything has a

purpose - men often do things on purpose, Chairs, tables,
planets, etc" have purposes. For, the African maintains
that if God has created anything then it has a purpose. God

i

does nothing in vain.

The purpose inherent in "Force" is to give life
Force is thus seen as the driving purpose in all Beings.

::.:.:1:
''..:.''.:\.:::

l.::ii:, rr.;-::.

t0

Thus., undefstoodr Vital fofce is comparable with the
expranation of the regularities of the planetary and Lunar

notions by means of Newtonian theory. rn other wordso both
accounts invoke non-material agencÍes. one of the vital_ 

,i.,.,,,,forcer ând the other gravitatÍonal onesr although admittedly,
they must have different imptlcations,

As the invisible, non-materiat aspect of man, "Force", 
ii:,,,:;.,,is, as it were, said to be "nourished.i'by a man's virtues. l,i,.1-1:

And Force, animates its host. But Force cannot be exprained .. ,,,
: -':'r ::'._.i:'

by Physical, chemical or Biological principles aIone.
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It directs the cours,e of a Being"

rf we consider this sêD.s-ê of Force carefully, we will
be able to appreciate Èhe fact that every living organism

manifests a variety of striking underlying agencies of a

non-physical kind. And t.here is, in each individual Being,

a remarkabLe co-ordination of such processes as though

following a conmon plan.

By the concept of Force, natural phenomurru'u.ra ex-
plained by reference to supernatural cause - Chukwu, a

non-physical cause. There is nothing rnrrong with that from

fogical or theol-ogical point of view. But it is not
scientific. There is no way of checking its truth-value
experimentally.

4. "Force" i.s not the Immortal Princi Ie in Man:

:,

According to the

that guarantees life in
1ífe"

African,

Beings.

Force

Loss

l-s

of

the principle

force means loss of

But unlike the Mgg (tfre spirit, properly so-ca11ed)

in man, Force is not immortal. Force is mutable or subject
to changes it can be inöreased both in those still living
in physical experience and in the ',Living-d.ead,". In the

former - through the virtuous acts of the living and in the

lat,ter, via the activities of the ancestorrs surviving
descendant.s in rtwa. Force is capable of d.iminishing in
"living-dead" i; it is not ',nourished,, constantly through

i:.irl
. i. ì. i:.1



the activities. of those in ywp" I¡lotrse stillr Force could

diminish to a zero poìnt in tlre ttl-iving-.deadr', rn other
words, Force could completely dle*off in the Ancestor. when

this happens, the Ancestor undergoes an ontological death,
total death.

This, however, shourd not be understood to mean that
the "spiritual" aspect of the Ancestor ceases to exist in
A1a muo. rt should be understood to mean simply that because
-------ì-the person's "Force" has died, he can no longer influence
anything. And according to African he is no more. He is
dead.

5. "Force" is the Ert"l""hy (to bqrro, ., Ar )

in Man

i

The most interesting aspect of "Forces" is that they
iare essentially active. Thus, understood, Force is actuality i '
I .'

as against potentiality

The true concept of substance is the concept of i,.'r1:]i
i''".'..-'activity or Force concentrated at a metaphysical point.. Irit',.
:r' : '_.: '

There is in Force, therefore, something analogous both to our

sensations.and to our tendencies to action. And in the inanimates
(inp1antsandanima1s)uthesameprincip1eisactive

is in everything, Everything is active, alive. But the quantity j

of Force in each individual- is different and very much dependent

on the nature of the individual in question 
.

At this point, it might be necessary to refer to Leibniz, 
i.j:..::l

92
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r^Iho makes it quite c-learn that he (1ike the Africans) regards
the activity under discussion as imminentty teleologÍcal.
Thus, rvrote Leibniz in 1694;

The active Force, differs from mere pohrer
famj_liar to the schools t f,or the active power
or faculty of the scholastics is nothing buta close possibility of acting, whÍch ,,eãds anexternal excitation or a sti-mulus r ëts it were,to be transferred into action. Active force,in contrast, contains a certain action or
entelechy and is thus mid-way between thefaculty of acting and the action itself
involves a conatus. It is thus carried intoaction by itself and needs no_þelp but onlythe removal of an impediment.55

The tendency here is obvious the end to which each substance

tends is the progressive actualization of its potential.
And since the "seeds" of its future development (in uwa and

i t: i ;::l.; ::,;a ¿ii

already to be found within it, its present

"pregnant with the futurer" as Leibniz also
point of being "pregnant with the futurer',

indicates, r think, that every present act of a Being, in a

sense' determines the status that, Being is going to enjoy.
Thus, the African elder who knew and obeyed the ',Law of the
Land" could view the present in the light of what is neces-

sarily going to follow - becoming a ,,living-d.ead,,.

The African does not believe that persons just sit
back and wait for their destiny to unfold. They are active

in Ala myg) are

state is really
contends. The

55s""' 
"on the

Concept of Substance,
Correction of Metaphysics and the
" by Leomker, L. E., p. 709.
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Beings. They actively strive for it. They aref therefore,
t'pregnant with the futuret'in the stronger sense of the term
that their present state obtains for the sake of the future.
This is the basic notion of, Force as the ',Entelechy' in
man.
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4'4) GENERAT{ ANALXST.S oP THE DocrRrNES wHrcH "FeRcE"
TS {.]SED TO I,ATB

Our analysis so far has indicated the centrality of
the coneept of "ForceI in pan-Africaii philosophy

rn this section therefore, attempt witl be made to
examine some of the doctrines which "Force" is used to
formulate. And as indicated in the j-ntroductory remarks in
this part, only Lwo of these doctrines:
i) the doctrine of the "Living-dead", specificariy the

l'return theory" of the "Living-dead", and

ii) the doctrine of the "Dead" in pan-African philosophy,

will receive attention. Let us start with (l).
our discussion of human personarity, among others,

contended: i) that every living person has a personal God

or the Ch!;

ii) that the Chi being an aspect of the "Spiritual"
(properl" 

".'rr.U, , is not af fected by physicat

demise of the physical- Body;

iii) that because of {ii), the Chi of each Ancestor

could be stationed in Ala muo (spirit world);
iv) that in ela myg, the Chi could then act as the

director general of reincarnation and., that to.
ensure that the Chi of the "Living-dead.,' does

irot die ontologicalr-y' (i.e. ôease to infr-uence

things . in the wor]d of man) , sacrif ices, prayers
etc. must be offered to it regularly by the sur_

viving descendants.

l.:j r .:,

i:.;.¡ :.'.:
i:.r 

".: 
' I
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The question now becomes how rogicarly satisfying are
these claims? rn the first place, the general notion of the
chi seerns to contain some problems. For, if the chi of the
Ancestor actually stays with God and directs the ',return,, of
the Ancestor to vwa, from where does the incarnate get his
own chi, or does he r-ack one? rf the latter is the case,
when this incarnate dies, which chi wilr direct his own re-
incarnation, or does Lhe cycring terminate in the second
death? There is equaJ-ly no evidence that the chi courd
create other Chis, or even sptit itself.

Furthermore, what would be the functi-on of the Great
Muntu (God) in the overall scheme of things? rt seems that
God, Himserf (if we accept the chi hypothesis), has no part
to play in the "return-theory. " But this would be absurd to
an African, rt wourd be totarly against the African notion of
being based on the ontorogical hierarchy of forces, their
interaction and cohesion among themselves. Except we wish
now to deny this intercorrnection. For, this interconnection
is said to terminate in God, The Great Muntu. Man, it is
true, is the domina:rt "Force" among aÌr created forces. yet,
Tempels telrs us that, "his force, his life, his furtness of
being, consists in his participation to a greater or less
extent in the force of God; God is the Suprerne, complete,
perfect For.".56 Thusr âDy theory of ,,returnr,, which asserts

Ì.1

iì,:::.: r:jl.
-- .-.t.

:: :l::.

56T"*p.1", ïbid., p. 98.
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that any "living-deadt'¿ canr, at will, independent of the
Supreme Muhtu, reincarnate severally into different homes.

and yield new several human beings seen¡s: to go against the
ontological chain of forces.

And, if explanation can not be given to this difficulty,
the implication would be that. the "return" of the ,,Living-

dead" would occur onry once (not as many times as possibre as

we suggested earlier) . That in turn woul_d imply that no nev/

human beings are being created. For, onry the already created
ones circulate the e;arth and end up in second cycle. rf we

accept this, then the obvious implication wirr be that popura-
tion will sooner or later diminish to the point where nobody

would exist. Thus the whole system would be shattered.
But this need not be the case. science can now sketch

an alternative answer to the problem which the hypothesis of
the chi is designed to solve. The physical, behavioural or,
even intellectual resemblances or characteristics in the
offsprings which constitute the rational for claiming that the
"Living-dead" has "returned", can be explained by the notion
of genes. Inheritance (the science of Hereditary) has shown

that the,resemblance in the external morphology and behaviour
between an individual and his ancestors could be pinned down

to the genes. There are hereditary characteristics in the
chromosomes. The characteristics of an individual are passed

down from one generation to another except in the rare eases

of mutation- Each gene in the chromosome, according to this

i:,,.:I:,;::
i - -.:'..:.: .-
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theory, iri particularly responsible for just one particular
character, and all the genes Ín the parents are transferred to
the offsprings so that they have alI Lhe genes, hence alt the
characteristics of their ancestors.

rf we accept the foregoing, then¡ wê shourd be able
also to hold with J. B. Oangnah that:

To the race of conscious individuals death isis nothing but a stage in the consciousness ofthe rage-, -t!. experiènce of a kind. The primary
fact with him, is that, within, is an inrrerilánce,the blood of the race, a'd. from-him must éã-tñ"theritable treasure to other descendants, Éhe utooaof his own body. For such, death, Olrru, is onlyan aspect of birth, the permanence ñd'persistenceof the organic whole, which is the greater goodof endeavónr.57

This must be the case. Death should be viewed as ,,an aspect
of birth" in Dangnah's sense and not as ,,an aspect of the chi.,,

There is still another notion which is connected with
the "return" thesis which deserves tittle attention. This is
the concept of Ancestral-worship. This concept seems very
incoherent, if not absurd. consider the following objection:
1) 'x', as an ancestor, can be worshipped even at those times
when he is believed to be reinaarnated ín a living person ,y, i
2) rn the'worship, x'|s spirit. is thought of as being in
Ala muo;

3) But if the living person V,

dead." or Ancestor X, the two (X

is a reincarnate of the "Living-
and Y) must have the same

'. .:. .'.:.',

tr'?
''J.B- Dangnahr The Akant Doc:tr:indof God: A fraqment ôfGold Coast gt

æ
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sPirit;

4) Therefore, if we accept the assumption that all the Ancestors
are spiriL.s i-n era my?, then this spirit is simultaneously
thought of as being in Ala mggr ând as being reincarnated in a

living person. But, it is rMpossrBI,E that it should be in both
these conditions aL the same time

Furthermore, r doubt if it makes any sense worshipping
a soul in Ala,mrJg when we fírmly believe that such a sour has
"come back" to tJwa either as a neriT:son or a ne$' daughter.
stillr wê find this concept deepry rooted in the African
conception of the role of the Ancestors. Hence, these
Ancestors are worshipped to keep their vital forces alive, and

thereby enable them "return" in new infants severally to their
descendants. rt becomes even more of a joke when the in-
carnate of a particurar Ancestor, joins in offering sacrifices
to the Ancestor.

so that if our analysis had been correct then, it would
seem that any ,return-theory" of the i'Living-dead" which is
rooted i-n Ancestral-worship is false. we base our conclusion
on the broad ground that the Ancestral-worship which is claimed
to be one of the necessary, and indeed, sufficient conditions
for a "return" of the "Living-dead." to Vwa, seems (from our
foregoing analysis), to say the least, j-ncoherent.

Thus, understood, the Ancestral worsÌrip must have other
aims other than the "return-theoryr'. lühat could these aims be?

we can concede that the living contribute in prolonging the

i.l:.:.r
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"Life-Force,' qf the dead by rneans which include ancestral_
worshipf prayers etc- Forr. in the wcrds of, Janheinz Jahn:

The living person has an Ìnnate wish to existforever. But, since death is -inevitable,
he prolongs his exislence u=-.-lirrirrg p"r=o.,in his descendants.5g

The ancestral-worship could be one of those ways by which the
livirg"prolongs the existence of the dead.,, Beyond this, the
-ancestral-worship becomes realry problematic, if not meaning_
less. Or, perhaps, the rationale for âncestral_worship could
be rooted in what Bryant A. T., describes as:

a sense-of_helplessness experienced by the relicsof the dead which in turn ãrove them å"i"-rrãpåthat he would have cared for them and theirssince life begun, and woul_d 
"á"tirrou to care forthem even though noy ou_t of sight; that as theyhave prayed to him in trre past'är,a been ever_heard, he would not reject them now.59

Before we end this section, there is need to attempt
to answer few questions, namely:

1' what precisely does the African mean by the ',return-
theory, " he advocates, a Berief in rmmortality of the soul,
or What?

Most Africans presuppose that men are spiritual Beings
(in one form or the other), capable of surviving the destruction
of their bodies in death so long as they lived worthy lives in

t ì;'.r:

lu: l.:1

.::t )

58_- -Janheinz Jatrnp lbid. , pÈ. lOB_109.
tro"-Brvant,4.T., 1n Bantu SÞê,ak,inÇ T,r-ibe,s.of .South Africa,by scharp"ia eú ui: ; liipp. 77-79.
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Pg. If a lqan is in fact nothing of the s.ort, then such a

pre-supposition or belÍef rests upon a misconception. rt is
for this reason that it seems reasonabLe for us to ask:
What precisely does the African mean by the "return_theory,, 

,,'..,,.,',,,,,r',he advocates a Belief in rmmortality of the soul r or I,ühat?

Doubtless, the African "return-theoryr" could be

confused with yet another old doctrine, rmmortality. But 
;,:;,:;:,::.,:

this would be wrong. rmmortality, strictly speaking, is ,.',...',',,,,.¡.'.,

incapacity to die, which as ascribed to the human conscious- i.,:..i-..r,ì,,.,::,ì:._1.. . . ..:.'

ness entails life without end or survival forever after bodily
death.

on the other hand, the "return-theory" which the
"Living-dead" doctrine implies, is a belief that there is
for the indívidual- Ancestor, after the demise of the physicat
body, some survival of one form or the other. This is not a

belief in immortali-ty per se. rt is simply a belief in a

survivai for some indeterminate, though considerabre period,
rather than specifically forever. survival could be for a

long period (it the Ancestor had descendants who kept him

"alive" through the processes we descríbed in chapter three)
or for a brief period (if he racked descendants). The

"return-theory" the African advocates, therefore, resorves
around his conviction that when the living Màdg dies, the
t'person behind the persorrt' what rempels calrs "the rittle
man behind the man. "60 (The spiritual aspect - rife-Force

60r.*p"ls, Loc.. cit.

:i.:
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and Chi) remains. It is the vital principle of the good_dead

which Ìnfluences most activities of oners surviving descendants.
rt is the vitaL force which insures the FLÍfe" of the chi.
And' once the Life-force is constantly kept ,ralive,,, then the
"l-ittleman behind the man in the "Living-dead,,can act on or
influence his surviving descendants in iJwe. But it cannot be

said to "return", we can only say that it influences. when

a fire at the center of the room v¡arms the surroundings r w€

do not conf,use the distinct nature of the two things. we

do not consider it a mistake in ranguage, to say that because
of the "influence" of the fire, the surroundings are no$/

"fire-like. " To make sure that the influence of the fire
continues, we must also continue to feed the fire with fire-
wood or charcoal, othenu-ise it will die off . The ,,fire,, of
our anal0gy, is like the Nomo-force of the Ancestor, the
surroundings analogical to the ,'influence" of the Ancestor
observable on the newly-born. The surrounding is not fire,
and vice versa. simirarry, the newborn is not the Ancestor
"returned" in a new form. rn other words ¡ rhrê can simpry
say that:

who is an aggregate of Magar.,61to many nev¡born individililã-the
of magara that they need tolives:ñ- And,

'j'...:'..:1'.':':.

An Ancestor,
can transfer
small share
begin their

l:l
Ì:::'.

6lrbid.,
P' .ç6
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"This quantityrrt continueg Jahnr" is not great and it must

be constantly tstrengthened' in the course of the individ.ual's
development, and even as an adult, he will arways beg the
.Ancestors to sÈrengthen him furth.r. "62 rt must be emphasized

that the transfer of the Magara principle or the vital-principle,
has nothing to do \^rith the "return" of the Ancestor in any

newly-born. Rather, the transfer we imply here, is a "transfer
of the "warmth" or infruence of Nomo-force of the Ancestor
to the new-born." This must be the claim of the African.
Anything to the contrary is illogical and based. on a mistake.
Thusr wê cannot. but agree with Tempels that:

It is not a predetermined human being
belonging to the Clan who is born, bút it ishis in4ividuality, returning to take part inthe EiFEã_älan by *eañs of vital influences
through which the deceased gives ffiza-tion to the newry-born, to the rivinq fruit. of the
womb, that is to be born to t.he C1an.63

unless the "return-theory" is based on a mistake of nomen-

clature, the above thinking seems correct. The "return
of the "Living-dead" cannot be a quantitative "return" of
the dead to U.wa. after death. rt is a "Return" of the
vital-influence of the Ancestor. so that what the African
claim seems to amount to, is that the vitarity of the "Living-
dead", influences the activities of the surviving descendants.

62Ja.rheirr" Jan, rbid., p. LIz

.:

63T"mpe1s, Ibid., p. 109.

rt r:_r.i:_.'r.r -..: i



scrENcE AND T'HE !'RETU'RÌ{'} DoÇTBINE .oF THE "LIVING-DEAD,,

This seems a good point to pause and turn to biorogical
science to provide whaiever speclfic answers there are with
respect to the "return theory" of the .Living-dead,,.

Now, in addition to the notion of gene we talked about
earlier, the League of Life of Manitoba in its recent publica_
tion informs us that:

In human reproduction, Biological life does notrt is continuous. There is no period where rifeCells come only from living cefis.64-
This seems to be the correct position. But vitar_ism, in its
opposition to mechanism insists on the biologicar doctrine
that organic processes are not explicable in psycho-chemiaal
terms but can be accounted for only by assuming an unknowable
non-materj-ar entity or substance called variousry., the ,psychoid,,
rentelechy', vitar-force, Vitar principre, Nomo-force, Monad

etc. etc.

speaking also on purery biological revel, J. A. Thompson

also supports the scientific view when he says:
that death is like a surplus of income overexpenditures; it means mãrely one of the primalconditions of organic growthl there is no aloof_ness in the realm of organism, nothing lives ordies of itserf; Animate-nature is chaiacteristicallya sysiem - a fabric tflt changes in pattern and yetendures; though individuar thieads of trre r^/eb arealways dyíng they are replaced without disconti""itv.65

(B)

'.'.::
, 104

begin.
stops.

,l

,:: . :

i:.,r: . .'-!ì-;

. u4rhe position of Modern science
-litç, A publication by the League forMarion St., Winnipeg, Manitoba (19g0) .

on the beginning of Human
Life of Manitoba, S - 2Bg

65see ,¡. B. Dangnah,s The .¡i,kan Doctrine of God, p. 158.
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It is, PerhaPs. thi.s feplAcement "Without discontinuity,"
which Thompson advecatesr that those not scientifically in_
clinedn tend to: rsg¿¡d as the manifested characteristics of
the "Living-dead", who has "returned" in the newLy-born.

Death, it now seems, is but a mere preface to other life.

(C) THE DOCTRINE OF THE "DEAD'' IN PAN.AFRTCAN PHILOSOPHY

According to John Mbiti:
rt is clear that people view death paradoxicalry;
It is a separation, but not annihitãtion, the
dead person is suddenly cut off from:the humansociety and yet the corporate group clings tohim.66-

No\^r, if Mbit.i is correct that death is a meré ',separatior,,, and

not "annj-hilation," \^rhat justification could there be for the
notion of some "dead." who are said to be "annihilated" by

death in African _Bhilosophy? rn other words, to what extent
can death be viewed negatively (as a punishment for some and

positively as an "aspect of birth" for others) ? we ask this
question because our discussion of the ,,dead,, in pan-African

þhi-losophy. in chapter three distinguished the following
categories of the ,,d.ead',:

a) the Buloji or perverter or the evil man;

b) those who die without reaching adulthood (i.e. wiÈhout
getting married; and

c) those chí1dren who die without reaching the ad.olescent stage

the Abiku or Changelings.

10s

66¡rid., p. 729.
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But it is not easy to see Very cleq¡ly what takes
place in the negative aspect of death as in (a) and (b). To

say that some individuals (adults) who undergo the same event
namel-y dying, do "live,,again, rvhire others fail to,,Iife,,or
do "die", and are annihilated completely, seems a hard pill
to swallow- common usage regards death as the ,,great l-evelrer,,.
This is a realization which stems from the impartiality and
sovereignty of death.

Thus, if we accept the view that there is something in
us, call it the Soul, vital principle, the Monad etc., which
is usually untouched by physical decay and which leaves the
decaying Body to rot in its o\^rn manner, whire itself survives,
then, whether rx' is a 'good-deadr and ,yr is a rbad-dead,;
it ought to leave X and y in the same degree.

The African argues that some "deads,,, the ,,Bad-dead.,,

as in (a) and (b) cannot achieve Ancestor-hood because, these
"bad-deads" were not given befitting burial rites. r,or, as we
said earlier, Burial rites, among others, \^rere supposed to be
a sort of passport to Ancestorship. so that failure to per-
form burial rites for any dead exposes such a dead to the
danger of not reaching its destination
(spirit world). But it seems that there can be only one
justification for this claim. The African berieves t.hat if
the Living is capabJ.e of perf,orming a Buriar rite for his
dead-parent and faiLs te, then the spirit of the dead-parent
will not get to its destination * spirit-worrd; the spirit
canrt "returnt' in new infants; the spirit, will continue to

l:ttt:.iì:.¡, trr: r:
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paranbulate, eat wild leaves and grass and haunt the riving
descendant" Thus, understoodn Buriar rites must be seen as

one of the basis for the spirit of possession or obsession
in African cul-ture;'burial rites ate therefore, preventive
exocism aimed at diring away or stopping the "bad-deads" from
haunting the living.

But although burial rites are intended to emphasize

the social ranks of the dead, they can not provide adequate

explanation for the concept of the Buloji or the evil man.

what then could be the rationale for the Buloji in African
Philosophy?

Thisconceptitmustbeadmitteo'SeemStobeusedin
i

a paradigmatic $¡ay. It is aimed at driving home a moral lesson. f

According to the rgbo proverb: "There is always a little per-
fume that adheres to the hand that presents a rose. " Ana-

logously, we courd say that sin, leaves its marks on the
sinner. And should the evil man persist in his eví1 ways,

these "little marks,, or ,'perfumes,, soon gror^¡ into a pro-
portion that reduces the evil man into a stinking wretch.
He soon becomes a social outcast. rnferentiallyr wê could
assume that if he has any part of him that is spiritual, such

a part would experience also the, corroding effects of his evil
v¡ays. He would diminish spiritually. This is basically the
thinking of the African. Hencen he says that the non-

force is I'dead".

i.: , !,.i -..'

Above all, the African also believes that no sin can
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ever go unpunished, s.o thatr his refus.al to accord the
notorious sinner the murderer, the arrrled_¡sbber, the
witch or wizard,, who practÍces witchcraft, a befitting
burial ceremony can now be understood. They are the kÍnd of
individuals the psalmist warns us against:

Be nôt incensed, because of the evil
doers nor envious of those who workiniquity; for like grass they wil1 soonwither,and like greén herbs ifr"y will fade
awaY'b/

This is the lesson behind the doctrine of the ,,bad-dead-adu1ts. ,,

rt is tneant to be a constant reminder of the negative concept c¡¡
a sinful life. And it is hoped that it could motivate us
to eschew evil, to remain good, unless we wour-d like to
"wl-ther" like the grass. surely, evil/sin like a weathering
action of the wind or rain which alters the shape,-color or
even text.ure of the rocks, the earth surfaces. r'alters,, the
face or personality of the sinful man before a morally con-
scious society. And just as excess drinking not only rubs one

of one's bodily iiealth but saps one's mental abilities too,
si-n, diminishes one, not only physically, but.inferentially,
can be said to sap one's "spiritual,' vigor.

But, what of the notion of the unmarried-adult-dead,
any justification for the belief? rn the first place, it
seems this concept aims prirnarily at emphasizing the African
manrs stronq dislike towards dying youlrg. otherwise, v¡e could
suggest that there could be many reasonabLe reasons for not
getting marrÍed and raisinE chírdren. I{e say this because

67P=.1* 36:1.
¡ ji :!rii.ì .,-irl

i: . :r'r...:.::

:j:
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Marriage and cons.umation of marriage seem the kelz points
that dis.qualify these group of the dead from being "invited
back to human society. "

Thus understood, the doctrine of the ,'dead" in African 
,,!,..,r,Philosophy (i.e. categories (a) c (b), is basically a moralistic

doctrine. At each stage of the African experience, there is a

well-iaid down procedure or rule-of-conduct, and the good who 
r..,,;,,,,".

observed it, is usually honoured as an Ancestor or the,,living- i,l't,t;

dead." They are the "dead." who are said to ,liver on, though, )1,..i,,';

]i::i".:r''11

inadiminishedconditionof1ifeoraSlessenedtifeforce

Nevertheless, such a dead retains, accord.ing to Tempels,

"the higher strengthening fathering life force.,' And to help

this life force of the dead grow ontorogically greater and

stronger, is the privileged position of the living. For, ,,the 
,

living Muntur" continues Tempers, ',is in reration of being to 
l

being with God, with his descendants.,,68 
"

i,
When howeverr w€ turn our attention to category (c), 

,

the "changelingsr" the notion of the "bad-d.eads,, becomes liia"
extremely ridiculous. The changeling or Abiku, as we noted , t,:ì:,.,f,=.a

i,,t,', ,,t :.'.

can be termed a mischievous repeater, that surrounds itself
with perplexing occurrences. But it seems that this negative 

ì

aspect of death, is a gratituitous anecdote invented to explain i,. ,,, ,
i,.,,.,1,1;,.,,infantmorta1ity.Atonetime,infantmorta1itywasaPer-

68r.mp"ls ,' 'rbf d. , p. 106 .
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gross trickery and bad faith.
who claim that a given child is

LLO

plexing phenomenon all over the world, and more so in Africa.
This mortality resulted from diverse diseases - convur_sion,
epilepsy, malnutritiono yellow-fever etc. These took heavy
tol1 of children prematurely. These deaths resulting from
complete lack of, or inadequate treatment, vrittingly or un-
wittingly could only be tabelled åþiIg/9Égn-jg or repearer.

treatedAnd the unfortunate affected children, were unkindly
at death as we had earlier described

Again, the notion of fyi-Uwa (tfre cl_aimed link
the ggbanje child. and his group in the underworld - AIa muo)

is, in my opinion, not free from

The dishonesty of the diviners,
n Ogbanje cannot be ruled out.

--
on the whole, therefore, scientific explanation apart,

it seems there is no reasonable justification for holding that
this present self or body which is claimed to ,,return,'is the
same as the one r used to know which is dead and buried or
burnt or thrown into the Ajo.ohiar unless there is a substan-
tial evidential reason in its favour.

Furthermore, since the ,se1f1 is here meant inter
alia, a changing being, that is, a being of successive ex-
periences o this mutual awareness carries with it an awareness
of P of Q's changirig experiences and of, e of p's changes,

complete and adequate intercourse, finally must imply a

correspondence between these successive changes in p and e.
But is the case in the Changelings?

: : r: -::: .::.,; l
jr. .:. . i l

¡.:ii:¡ ¡i.ii-r-.:t:!: : ;r1...-
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H.e\qevef, i.t s.eelns tç us that the

the "deads (b) r " above, is not free from

flbiku doctrine like
the African man's

repugnance f,or early deaths.

on the other hand, however, in order for the Afri-can
to remain consistent, his conception of the unmarried, especiatly
(c) the changelings, needs further quarifications. or erse,
the things he says, the Changelings (tfre unmarried) do, must
be false- For, íf these unammaried people are,,conguered,, by

death, it follows they need no Buria1 ceremonies or j.nvitation
back into the human family. The African, in fact, deny most
of the unamarried, particularly children (ttre ,,repeaters,,),

Burial ceremonies. Hencer wê cannot without involving
ourselves in inconsistency, c1äim that these same unmarried
persons could be ogbanje or "changelings". How can those
who have been deni-ed one of the essential passports to a

happy death and a quick return to g (be said to ,,come and

go" from the worrd more often than those (the Ancestors)
better equipped for this sort of cycling? The only conclusion
we can draw is that the "changeling myth", is simpry a way of
accounting for early deaths in Uwa (world).

! tì :.":..:;
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4.s) THE RATIQNAL FOR TIÌE ,"LIVLNç-DEADII IN AFRICAN pHILOSOpHy

Can the idea of the ¡'LiVing-dead 
r rr that is to say the

thinking that an ancestor who has died in physical experience,
but stilI regardedr âs "livinE", and capable of 'returning,,
to .E (world) in new infants, be so formulated as to preserve,
perhaps, even increase its metaphysical and religious value,
while at the same time avoiding the apparent contradictions
we encountered earlier in this discussion? To show that this
can be done is the aim of this section. By metaphysical and,/

or religious valuer r¡rê imply, the ability to express or
enhance philosophicar prestige and,/or cultural and ethical
reverence which the theory deserves.

The African, seems to me a Hegelian in his view of
man. Hege1, it must be remembered teaches that the develop-
ment of the universe proceeds by the "triad of dialecties"
or certain creative contradictions. The triad consists of
a position (thesis) 

' negation (antithesis) and. a higher
unity (synthesis). Now, the African sees man (thesis) , as a

seed which undergoes disintegration through death (negation/
anithesis) and the tensions between these formers, is re-
solved by a metaphysically leap to the Ancestor (a higher
unity/synthesis), who then ',returns', to the world (Uwa) in;--
the new born or remains in AIa ¡nyg (spirit world) to ensure

a continued flow of blessings to his descendants in uwa.

This is the claim.

i..
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ltrotice that what the African does, is to extract what
he finds of varue in the [thedis" and the uanti-thesis,,in
order to arrive at the new higher order. Thus, the living
man of value becomes the I'good manr,. And the dead nan of
value the I'good-dead". The two "goods" togethero yield the

'r _j:j'Ancestor; who is the i-nsignia of his cl_an.

on the whole however, it seems we must now concede that
the doctrine of the "living-dead" is a logically possible
doctrine. rt has both necessary and sufficient conditions.
And by drawing equivalences between having rife and having
force (which may be true or false), we can rea]ly show that
there is nothing contrad.ictory about the doctrine. Thus:

1. The presence of rife in the Ancestor is sufficient for
the presence of vital infruence in the Ancestor;

2. The absence of vitar influence in the Ancestor is
sufficient for the absence of life in the Ancestor;

3. The presence of Life in the Ancestor is necessary for
the presence of vital influence in the Ancestor; and

4- The absence of Life in the Ancestor is necessary for
the absence of vital influence in the Ancestor.

(b) 
@"

lfe are now in a positÌon to ask - what could be the social
importance of the doctrine of the ,,Living-dead,, in pan-African- 

i,

Philosophy? For an anshrerr srê can only suggest that as a doc-
trine invented to soLve the great mystery of life and death
this doctrine, has arnong others, the followÍng social importance ,

in African experience, 
,,
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1. rt enphasizes the streng.thening of ¡larental ties to
offsprings. r think that this is partly. what Dr. uchendu
has in mind when he said:

The social importance of reincarnation (return-
theory) is that it provides the ',idea system"that rationarizes, interprets, accommodãtes or,rejects changes and innõvatiåns as well astolerates certain character traits.69

This is true. And the greatest merít of the doctrine of
"return" of the Ancestor is that it helps to mitigate the
problems associated with "certain character traits" in the
offsprings. Thus, hot-temper, irritability, etc. in the
children are traced back to one Ancestor or the other. Thus

understood, the "return theory,, of the Ancestor now becomes

a kind of: rough-and-ready-made systems of sorutions to our
lack of answers to causes and effects. fndeed, some events
we. cannot explain fill us with awe. To maintairn our êgo, we

need some guiding norms for understanding the worrd" And as

uchendu contends, the "theory of return" of the "living-dead"
surely helps to explain many character traits in infants.
such defensive mechanisms had and are stirl serving their
desired goals for the African.

Further, this doctri-ne seemsn in a senser to ensure
parental love for the new born. For, ',everythingr" says

Janheinz Jahn, "is concentrated on the precious existence of
the living in whom the life thaù was transmitted to them from
their Ancestor is carried.,,70.

69rh. bracket, is mine; v.c.
7o,luhr,, op. cit., p. ro9.

tjj ''

Uchendu, Ibid., p. 16.



2' The doctrine of the "Living-deadr. provides the African
r'rith an important, rationally satisfactory ans\,rer to the
question: why should r be good? As we have indicated, only
the "good deadr" can achieve Ancestorship.

There can be no doubt that the African has the idea
of good and bad. This idea finds its utmost expression in
the lives and activities of the elders. Because of their
unique positions in their societies, these eùders are the
epithet of goodness. Every elderwo:th the name, speaks and
lives the truth at alr- costs. He is just and scrupulously
careful in his dispensation of justice. similarly, these
"possible" candidates of "return" j.n ,,new, infantsr,, can
rarely be charged with immorality ijrvolving their neighbour!s
wi-ves or daughters r or charged with shadi-ng the blood of any
member of their clans or other clans (except, parhaps, in
times of war)- Doing this, that is, (killing) wourd not only
amount to a serious disruption in the ontological chain, but
very wrong before God. For according to Tempels:

lt-.'Every premeditated act directed towards thedestruction of the rife of others is r"pr"h"rrsibrein the, sight of God the giver and preserver of1ife."71

Thus, moral consciousness is kept alive in the society for at
least three reasons: to preserve the ontological chain; to
respect Chukwu (god), who loathes sin, nj?, and to ensure
the return to Uwa after death.

tts

' 1:li:,.:,
7lr.*pel", tbid., p. Lz6.
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So thqt, the fear of nçt "peturningr,, or the hope

of rta returnr" helps to deter the individual African from
committing certain abominations in his society. For the
departed can be looked upon as the guardians of morar_s of the
living if and only if such "living-dead,'are not evir- ones
themselves- Accordingry, it seems true to hold that the
"return-theory" as an aspect of the doctrine of the ,,living-
dead" is a moraristic doctrine. Even the Bible seems to
confirm the hopes of the Africans by holding that ,,the good
shall inherit the Earth." And those "good-dead.s,' who are
to inherit the Earü1,or to "return" to ilwa., are usuarly those
sent out of vwa with befitting burial rites. This positive
r^¡ay of thinking, helps in no small way to influence the lives
of the living.
3. on the other hand, it is possibre that the doctrine of
the "Living-d.ead", is simply a wonderful means of mortal-i_zing
the names of society heroes. .As the expression of a person,s
individuality, Tempers defines name as thati that:

Expresses the individual character of being.The name is not a sinrpre external courtesv]it is the very reality of the indivídual.72
There are people who immortalize their names by their ga1lant.
activities or meritorious services consider such names in
Afri-can experience as: Dr. Kwame Nkrumah - pan-Africanisms;

rdi Anin - negativery associated with killing and dehumanizing

1.,:.. .1 .

i;

72 r¡ia.
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fellow Africans.r Dr. Zík of Africa¡ Associated With early
independence struggres, etc. in every African society,
there is this conscious effort towards the preservation of
Ancestors| names. And one of the surest and effective methods ,,.,.:

't-.:- rt--r 
: : r'

had been to claim that, thís or that Ancestor or elder had

"returned" in the infant
The African maintains that there is something in name t ,.,.,.,,",,

i...:r,.: r.rrt'r-,iand as the "individuality within the clan,,, it has to be 1,,.;;',,,:

kePt alive 
, .,,,,1,,,,,,i
j -.: .::;j: -: -i

4- rt seems arso that most others who accept the doctrine
of the "Living-deadr " do so as a part of their personal
commitment to the religious traditi.on encompassing the belief.
For, it provides part of the solutíon to the problem of evit
by denying non-moral evil of death and postulating the
possibility of return, expect for those who are ,,cond.emned.,,

to suffer because of their sins or evil ways.

rt does not deny that there is moral evil. But it
does not seem to answer the question: why is there no non-
moral evil, namely death? Nevertheless, it is perhaps a

useful contribution to the solution of the problem of evil.
.Thêre could be'moré þoõiar. reasohs for the doctrine of, the.
"Living-dead, " but the foregoing (1) through (4) , are what
we consider the main ones.

To oonclude this part therefore, it seems that in the
open-minded, tolerant, philosophical attitude ¡ r¡rê cannot but
say that:

1:'. _:¡ .:??"',.I f:.;. -. ; . ::..i;¡i -'tnìl_i-.:-.r.'._- - -..-'_
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a) Insofiar as ,the doctffne. of the t'liVing-dead,, has some

philosophic rigor. for example, it has sone necessary and
sufficient conditÌons and hence J-ogicarly possible;
b) rnsofar as some of the problems it sketches can be : ..

': :::
scientifically accounted for now; and

c) rnsofar as it expresses in no smalr way (its apparent
weaknesses notwithbtanding): the synthetic nature of the ;r...,
African man's mind; his humaneness; and his extreme religiousity i" 1'''

(ideas which seem evident in our analysis and in what we termed ¡;.,1.

- the sociar importance of the doctrine of the ,,riving-dead,,) 
r,

we feel very much inclined towards it.

l.':,
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CHAPTER F'IVE

CONCLUSION

our train of thought thus far, has led us to suggest:
1) that the doctrine of the "Living-dead" far from being

merely an extravagant þhilosophical fantasy, fore_
shadows much that is centrar and of varue to the
traditional African-man, and indeed to man in generar;

2) that because human life is made in such a way that it.
feeds itself essentially on hope, the doctrine of the\

"Living-dead" seems to answer very adequately the
African man's inner yawnings for rife-everlasting;

3) That as a philosophy of hope, of life, it grows out
of the African man's austere morar_ life and his concept
of Being as ,'Force"; and

4) That this philosophy represents a high1y significant
conLribution rô¡trrich the African can make in ethical
theory, psychological theory, metaphysical theory and

in fact, the whor-e gamut of philosophical enterprise.
But, we cannot stick out our necks that we have

offered a fairly satisfactory analysis of this very complex

but important þhilosophical thinking of the African
so, we can onry concrude by joining our voices with

J",
:tlì:.::i _,:
:'i ¡.. ::
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Roderick chiçh.olrn(s. in sayingl

I cannot feel, there.feçe ¿ that
reasonab.Le for anyone to accept
b.ut if we reject the theory, we
some other way of dealinq witfr
it was designed to solve]73

it is
the theory
must find

the problems

T3Rod.rick Chisholm, Ifreorv of rnowfeAqe, 2nd Ed.Prentice-Hall rnc., Eaglecrit@76) , p. 101.
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